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The development and use of fantasy play and storyteihg have been investigated 

extensively within the scientific literaiure. RecentIy researchers and theorists have begun 

to question the potential interaction between hem and the role of wntextual and 

maturational idiuences. This more dynamic, contexhially embedded view of children's 

meaning-making activities form the basis of this -ch stridy. The dyadic, spontaneous, 

fantasy play stories of 24 4- year-olds and 21 6-year4ds were compareci to formal 

storytehg stories. The two toy conditions involved the use of small, geometric blocks 

(low degree of internai support) and doctor/nuse dramatic play props (high degree of 

intemal support). The formal storytelling prompts parallekd the same degree of inherent 

support used in the two toy conditions. The videotaped play and formal storytelling 

narrative accounts were transcribed, scored and analyzed, using a series of two way 

MANOVA'S, for plot level and inter-texhial structural content. S iwcan t  results 

suggested a movement fiom contextually embedded to disembedded storytelling with age. 

The implications of these results were discussed in te- of s e ~ c e  provision to children 

and foiiowed by suggestions for füture research. 
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Chaptcr 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Chiidren are continually constmcting and reconstructing fiameworks for makuig 

sense of the world around them. They use various means at their disposal to as& them in 

this meanhg making process. Two of the more cornmon means are storytehg (Bruner, 

1974; Chafie, 1990; Olson, 1990) and fhtasy play (Piaget, 1962, 1976; Vygotsky, 1966, 

1 978). 

ChiIdren are natural storytellers. Although many studies of children's developing 

narrative competence have examineci the acquisition of discrete language or literacy 

functions, chiIdrenls use of various contextual or situational supports, and its relationship 

to or interaction with the early emergence of a story schema in preschool children has, 

untii recently, been a neglected fieId of scientific inqujr. This recent theoreticai and 

empirical shift in emphasis fiom a decontextualized to more interactional, contextuaiized 

view of human behavior has accentuateci the need not only to study the produa of 

development, but also to examine its process (Vygotsky, 1978). 

This more contemporary focus has generated a great deal of interest in the 

conte- that infiuence the early emergence of narrative competence in chilcirem One such 

context appears to be fantasy play. In facf several researchers have proposed that 

ctiildren's fantasy play is an early manifestation of storytelling (Guttrnan & Frederiksen, 

1985; Wolf & Pusch, 1985; Paley, 1990; ~colopoulou, 1993). The recent emphasis on 

the origins or roots of narrative and burgeonhg interest in the role of various extraneous 



idluences on childrenls narrative cornpetence refiects the field's view that these issues are 

centrai to understanding the dymmic nature of young children's development. 

Within the story realm, chiIdren not only explore language, they actively 

manipulate and direct the story-iine to communicate information to the audience: They 

invite the audience into the story worid with them so they too can appreciate the 

significance and meaning the young narrator is trying to irnpart (Kelly-Byrne, 1984). 

Research findings appear to support the presence of a generai, sequential, deve lopmd 

progression in children's narrative competency and complexity (Botvin & Sutton-Smith, 

1977; Sutton-Smith, Botvh & Mahoney, 1976; Urniker-Sebeok, 1977; McKeough, 1992). 

Very young children tend to rely heaviiy upon gestures and actions (Bniner, 1990a, 

1990b), contextuai supports (e-g., toys; French, LucarieHo, Seidman & Nelson, 1985), and 

scripts (Seidman, 1983; Nelson & Seidman, 1984) to provide the s d o l d  upon which to 

build their stories. As children graduafly master the complex, representational language 

system they are continually exposeci to within their specific cultural milieu, this reliance 

fades and they begin producing cohemnt, cornpiex narratives in the absence of such 

supports (Bruner, 19904 1990b; ScarIett & Wolf 1979). 

Previous studies examiauig the development of childrenls narrative abiliaes have 

tended to focus on children's abiiity to generate decantextualized stories. Although this 

approach has produced a vast amount of infionnation regarding children's narrative 

discourse, there are several difficulties that arise when using such an approach. 

Fistiy, these studies frequentiy request children to "Tel me a story about ...," 

relying upon children's ability to convey their meaning verbaily. These more formai and 



structurecl elicitation techniques tend to focus attention onto children's ability to pe15om 

or tell a proper story thereby creating perfiormance arpeaations between the teller and the 

listenef. These unspoken expectations cause tension and trepidation within the storyteiler 

and, as a resulh may precipitate a deaement in performance polanyi 1982). Narratives 

elicited under such conditions not only teil researchers little about children's deveiopmd 

potential, they may also fkil to refle* with any accufacy, theV true storytelhng ability 

(Ni~colopodoy 1993)- 

An additio~liil problem with this approach is the tendency for researchers to foais 

exclusively on children's abiiity to produce decontextuaüzed stories, to the exclusion of 

more naturai, or spontaneous forms of storytelling. Decontextuaiized narratives demand a 

great deal of verbal cornpetence on the part of the storyteller because the stows meaning 

is conveyed and comprehended solely through language with minimal reliance upon the 

story's context. Very young children have not yet mastered these verbal abüities thus 

perpetuating the erroneous assumption that very young children are either incapable or 

incompetent storyteiiers. This exclusive and narrow focus on what cormitutes a proper or 

complete story does not consider that children, young and old, tell stones in non-canonid 

ways as a fiindon of their personal experiences and social histories (Dyson, 1991); 

merences in abi1ity between children may simply reflect this variation in experientiai 

histories and are not necessarily indicative of developmental deficits. 

Lastly, and perhaps most irnportantly, many of the research designs typicaily 

employed fd to capture the dynamic nature of narrative. OAen, children's stories are 

thoroughly dissecteci and then anaiyzed for various stnictwal features and developmental 



trends. However, storyteIling is a transactional process that involves the inter-weaving of 

fact and fiction, 1t is a continuaüy evolving entity reliant upon a myriad of factors such as 

the lived experiences of the children, the presence of social (e-g. peers, adults) and 

ecological (e.g-, pictwes, toys) supports, and the response of the audience. Children's 

stories are the personal expression of their iived experiences and fhtasies within a broader 

sociai and situational fhmework Removing children's narrative discourse from this socid 

and situational context and dissecting it into discrete units fails to highlight storytelling's 

embedded nature. The coaiescence of social, ecological, maturational, and experiential 

aspects reflects the cornplex, dynamic, multi-dimensional Bsence of narrative, an essence 

that many previous studies bve M e d  to capture. 

More recently, the literature has begun to address the substantial influence of d 

these factors on cbildren's narrative production and bave begwi to employ more 

interpretive frameworks for their analyses ~~colopoulou, 1993)- The natural and 

spontaneous context of young chiidren's fantasy play provides an ideal forum to 

unobtrusively examine the dynamic emergence of storytelling in young childrea 

Fantasy play, or the ability to transform or transcend reality, is a common medium 

young children use to tell the+ stories. The value of fantasy play in promoting children's 

development has b e n  noted extensively within the literature (Sutton-Smith, 1979; 

Partington & Grant, 1984; Johnson, Christie, & Yawkey, 1987). As weli, it is the 

contention of some theorists that h t a s y  play, being less bound by societal expectations 

and constraints, is a nafurai rneans that children use to actively explore new ways of being 

and new ways of relating (Bruner, 1986a; Vygotsb, 1966). W~thin htasy  play, children 



extend themsehes beyond the boundaries imposed upon them in th& daily hes- This 

transcendence fiom externa1 d e s  and regdations regarding what constitutes appropriate 

or acceptable behavior suggests thai htasy play is a non-threatening and optimal context 

for observing children's naturally emerging narrative competence. Indeed, some theorists 

suggest that fhntasy play is the a d  enactment of narrative (Paley, 1990; Nicolopouio~ 

1993). Although, the relationship between fàntasy play and specific language or literacy 

skills has been weii documented withUi the literature (Peiiegrini, 1985; PeUegrini & Galda, 

1993; Hall, 199 1; Ervin-Tripp, 199 l), comparatively fewer empirical studies have 

examined the narrative aspects of children's fmtasy play. 

Recent empirical studies examining the narrative structure of children's fantasy play 

productions have discovered structurai similanties (Sachs, Goldman_ & Chaille, 1985; 

Eckler & Weininger, 1989) and ciifferences (Hicks and Wolf, 1988) between those 

elements found in decontextualized narratives and those found in htasy play. M e r  

studies have discovered that children's play narratives are affected by a myriad of extemal 

influences such as shared knowledge and experiences (Seidman, 1983; Nelson & Seidman, 

1984) and access to contextual supports (i-e., toys; French, Lucariello, Seidman & Nelson, 

1985). Although the results of these studies appear to suggest that structural congruities 

may exist between children's narrative and fantasy play, the nature and exient of that 

linkage is still fâr from clear. 

The role of toys and play props has generated a rich field of fïndings within the 

scientific literature with regard to children's fmtasy play and specific language fùndons, 

yet few studies have examineci the impact of high structureci (i.e,, realistic, miniahire 



replicas) vernis low stnictured (Le., less realistic, few salient features) toys on the 

süuctural aspects of chiidren's h t a s y  play narratives Moreover, no study has examinecl 

the relaîiomhip between these factors and cbildren's ment level of cognitive fûnctioning- 

The need to examine the eady emergence ofchildren's storyteiling within the naniralistic 

context of their fantasy play is cIear and potentially fhitfùl to our growing understanding 

of not only what but hqq cchildren comrnunicate through their stories. A broader, more 

dynamic methodological approach to the study of children's narrative production as an 

evolWig, developmental phenornenon embedded within a social and situational context is 

more kely to capture the nature of this relationship and the essence of young children's 

storytelhg. 

Statement of Purpose 

This exploratory study wül investigate more closely the effect of developmental 

and contextual influences upon the early emergence of narrative in young children within 

the naturalistic context of their fantasy play. Specincally, the present research was 

undertaken to address the following questions: 

1. What is the structure of the spontaneous, fantasy play narratives of young 

children and how does this structure compare to those elicited under more formal 

storytelling conditions? 

2. 1s narrative structure afEected by the degree of supportive detailing within the 

toy prop or storytebg prompt? 

Organilrition of the Thesis 



In the foîlowing chapter, a theoreticai review of the development of b t a s y  play 

and narrative, and related empincal research provides the backgrouud knowledge for this 

study. Chapter III presents an ovefview ofthe methodology ofthe present study, 

detailing subject selection and procedures for task a d m i n i e o n  and s c o ~ g .  Chapter IV 

presents the descriptive and statistid analyses ofresults obtained in the structural scoring 

of participant's fantasy play and formd storytelling aanative productions. The final 

chapter discusses the resuits of these analyses, drawing conclusions regarding the 

relationship between storytehg context, cognitive development, and the stnichiral 

aspects of storytebg. As well, methodological limitations and implications of this study 

are highghted and recommendations made for fûture research. 



Chapter II 

REVIEW OF THE LlTE&iTURE 

Introduction 

To understand the nature and extent of the association between children's evolving 

narrative competence and btasy play, the impact of various influences on that linkage, 

and how these two cornmon forms of meaning making constitute the groundwork for 

childreds continued competence and growth, a thorough review of the theoretical and 

empincal literature is necessary- Fust, a theoreticai review of the deveiopment of 

children's faatasy play and related ernpirical studies will be discussed. The theoretical 

foundations of children's narrative development wili also be addresseci and then supportai 

by selected empirical works. Last, recent studies examining the potential relationships 

between these two meaning making functions wdI round out the discussion and set the 

context for the research hypotheses to foiiow. 

Theoretical Review of Fantasy Play 

Children use many means at their disposai for making sense of the world around 

them. Fantasy play is pahaps one ofthe first means by which children anempt to render 

rneaning to an ofien uncontrollable and hcomprehensible world. The ability to transcend 

and transform reality, and the fieedorn to express, spontaneously, one's needs, motives, 

perceptions, and dreams facilitates this meaning-making process (Vygotslq, 1966; 

Weininger & Danïei, 1992). 



Mthin fiintasy play, children's imaginations are aiiowed fk reign In addition to 

practicing Eimiliar roles, beôaviours, and activities, children explore, manipulate, and 

experiment with new ways of being and new ways of relatiag- This active exploration 

within fhtasy play encourages children to stretch themsetves beyond the constrahts 

imposed upon them by maturationai limitations and a de-govemed society (Vygoîsky, 

1 966). 

Presently, there are different theoretical tomdations within the literaiure 

regarding the inception and progression of fmtasy play and its role in children's 

development and leaming. Piaget's (1962, 1976) and Vygotsky's (1966, 1978) theones 

are two of the most comprehensive and tiequently cited. Although much of the Iiterature 

bas tended to address these two different theoretid orientations as mutuaUy exclusive, 

bipolar opposites, some authors have noted that such a dimete boundary is misIeading 

(Rogoq 1988; Pellegrhi & Gaida, 1993). These authors propose that the many 

clifferences that appear to exist between the theories are simply a matter of emphasis 

Piaget's work, representing the rationalist tradition of cognitive development, 

emphasized reason as the primary source of knowledge, and the humau species innate 

need to impose order on sensory information (Weininger & Daniel, 1992). Piaget 

proposed that development was progressive and invariant. The work of Vygotsky, and 

more recentIy Bruner (1 986b), representing the historico-cultural cognitive tradition, 

proposed that knowledge was acquired in the sociai context and that development was 

driven by the need to "make meaning" of the objective and extemal aspects of human 

existence (Weininger & Daniel, 1992). The cornplex, dialectical interaction between the 



intra- and inter-psychological dimensions ofhuman existence resuits in development 

marked by "periodicity" and "uneve~ess" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 73). 

Although these two prominent theories may appear to represent opposite 

extrema, there is convergence between them on many issues. Despite the fact that Piaget 

attended less to the social aspects of the human experience in sbaping development 

(Pellegrhi & Galda, 1993) and emphasized the internai cognitive activity that was taking 

place (Le., assimilation and accommodation), and Vygotsky (1978) tended to focus his 

attention on the internalization and personafization of an extemal, de-govemd reality, 

both Vygotsky and Piaget emphasized the dyaamic and active role chiidren took in 

directing their own growth, the dialectical nature of deweiopment, and the crucial role of 

conflict in facüitating that dwelopment. Vygotsky and Piaget believed that, rather than 

being passive recipients of knowledge and information, cIiildren actively and continudy 

constmcted adaptive, interpretive fiameworks for making sense of the world around them. 

A thorough discussion of the development of children's fmtasy play effêdvely highlights 

these similanties and difrences. 

Fantasy play, or the ability to traasform or transcend reality, is one of the tirst 

symbolic and imaginative means through which children feel fkx to express themselves. It 

has been referred to extensively within the literature as syrnbolic, make-believe, 

imaginative, pretend, invented or dramatic play; however, to deviate confûsion the 

singular terni btasy WU be used in this document. 

In addition to its "as if' quality (Yawkey & Blohm, 1977, p. 3), fmtasy play 

includes those characteristics which are found in ail forms of play such as non-literality, 



inninsidy motivating, non-goal or ends directed, and pleasurable (Johnson, Christie & 

Yawkey, 1987). Although play behavior exists in aU higher vertebrates, fantasy play is 

unique to the human species (Wolf, 1984). Due to variations in experimental design, 

definitional or meastuernent criteria, and a myriad of other fhctors, conbolled or 

otherwise, the amount of time children spend engaged in fhtasy play in cornparkon to 

other types of play (e.g., hct iod ,  rule-govemed) is djfiicuit to amately determine 

fi-om the literature. For example, estimates range anywhere fkom 10% (Cole & LaVoie, 

1985) to a high of 46% (MAtthews, 1978). Regardes of this discrepancy, the literature 

suggests that fantasy play contributes in a hidamentai way to children's development 

(Mead, 1934; Sutton-Smith, 1979; Partington & Grant, 1984; Johnson, Christie, & 

Yawkey, 1987) and emphasires its fùnctioaal value within the context of children's 

emotionai, sociai, and cognitive growthwrh 

Eariy empirical research examioiog the f'wictionai value of play and its role in 

children's development typified a Piagetian thearetical orientation peiiegrini & Ga& 

1993). Piaget (1962) attempted to integrate play hto his more general fiamework of 

cognitive development. Similar to other areas of cognitive development, Piaget argueci 

that chüdren progress sequentidy through three general forms of play: sensorhotor, 

fantasy, and garnes with des.  He emphasized the transitional nature of fmtasy play, 

proposing that with the gradua1 and natural ernergence of chüdren's logical thought 

processes, play becornes increasingly realistic, as demonstrateci by older children's 

preference for games with des. 



In tracing the development of ctiildren's representational fûnctioning, Piaget (1962, 

1976) identifieci s e v d  age-related stages through which children progress. Pnor to 18 

month of age, chiidren routinely engage in pre-symbolic, sensorhotor play. In such play, 

children repeat and combine familiar sensorimotor schemas in a ritualized manner. As 

these schemas are graduaüy mastered, children begin combining thern in new and unique 

ways. This greater variety of wmbiions fstcilitates the graduai abstraction of these 

schemas from their wntext. At this point, chiidren begin to establish a subjective link 

between the "signifier" (Le., object) and the "signïfied" (Le., substitute; Piaget, 1962, p. 

98). The point at which chüdren begin to evoke these symbolic schemas marks the 

departure fkom practice or mastery games into the first stage of Piaget's (1962) theoreticai 

account on symboIic or fantasy play. 

Piaget (1962) proposed k t  btasy play, the second form of play, was ultimately a 

manifestation of conceptual immaturity, a remit of an imbalance between two inseparable 

cognitive processes: assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation involves iocorporatiag 

the externai world into an exidng cognitive structure or schema. Alternately, 

accommodation involves actively changing an aisting cognitive scheau to fit an externai 

reality. Piaget proposed that hannony ktween these two processes is necessaxy for 

adaptive fhctioning and growth. in the very young child, the cognitive logical operations 

required for establishing this equili'briurn have not yet been constructeci (Piaget, 1962); 

therefore, the child activeIy distorts feality to suit bis or her desires and needs. This 

distortion facilitates a sense of continuity and "ego balance" (Golomb & Cornelius, 1977, 

p. 246) within the chiid. Thus, Piaget viewed fantasy play as one of the adaptive means 



employed by inteiieaually immature children for resolviag conflict between subjective, 

inner States (Le., nee& desires) and objective, e x t e d  realities. It exemplifies the 

domination of assimiIation over accomodation and is "egocentric thought in its pure 

state" (Piaget, 1976, p. 559). 

Although Piaget (1962, 1976) held that h tasy  play represented immature 

cognitive fiinctioning, he nevertheless emphasized its sipificance in the development of 

the semiotic, or representatiod, bction (Lucarie110~ 1987). Actively transforming and 

transposing reality withh fantasy play aids children's understanding that the rneaninq of the 

object is not necessarily bound by its physid featws or contm. Fantasy play provides a 

forurn for practicing this separation of meanhg h m  the object which then lays the 

foundation for understandhg other representational systems (e.g., written language). It is 

withti the unique context of fantasy play that children first begin to understand rhat 

objects (the signiser) caa represent sornething else (the simed) and to Herentiate 

objects' extemai propertïes fiom their internal or assigneci meaning. Thus, Piaget 

proposed that children's fatitasy play is an early manifestation of their present Ievel of 

representational or symbolic hctioning (PeliegMi & Gdda, 1993). 

To expiicate more specifically how this abstraction process occurs, Piaget (1962) 

proposed that children invariably progress through three, age-related stages whereby the 

progression £iom one stage to the next is detemhed by fluctuations between the 

assimilation and accommodation cognitive processes. The foliowing discussion outiining 

the specinc features characterizing Piaget's fantasy play stages attempts to explicate and 

cl* this process in more detail. 



Staqs of Fantw Plav 

a 
Three CO-ocamhg events w i t b  the first stage of Piaget's (1962) theoretid 

account on children's h t a s y  play as& chiidren in graduaily abstracting the meaning fiom 

a referent object. Fust, fiom approximately 2- to 4- years old, chüdren begin to project 

symbolic schemas onto new objects. fitially, the selection of a symbolic referent is not 

arbitrary: There is a resemblance between the object and the substitute. As these new 

schemas become interiorized, and the si@= becomes increasingiy dissociated fiom the 

signifieci, children begin applying these schemas to new and dissimilar objects. Thus, with 

advancing age, childm are more able to tolerate dissimilarities between objects and their 

substitutes. This increased tolerance indicates a closing of the gap between the 

assimilative and accommodative processes. 

Secondly, children's play actions reflect a gradua1 progression fiom self to other 

referenced behavior. As weii, the other moves fiom the role of passive recipient of the 

play action to assuming a more active role within the play scenario. Thus, chikiren initially 

direct their fantasy play actions towards themselves. As they continue to practice these 

representational behaviors, the symbolic schemas become rouWed and part of the 

children's existing cognitive framework. Children then begin to project these symbolic 

schemas ont0 other people and objects. For example, a child goes fkom feeding him or 

herselfto feeding a doll. W1th m e r  practice, children assign a more active role to the 

recipient of the action being imposed upon then To illustrate, by aitering his or her voice 



to indicate movement into the recipient's role, the child may begin tu express the dors 

delight or disgust over the choice of food. 

Lastiy, the t h ~ d  and final feahue characterizhg the first stage of children's fmtasy 

play is the progression fkom simple to complex symbolic combinations. Simple 

transformations involve discrete, isolateci substitutions and actions. Complex 

combinations progress through four successive levels: (1) simple combhations, (2) 

compensatory combiaations, (3) liquidahg combinations, and (4) anticipatory 

combinations. During -le combinationg children transpose or distort whole scenes. 

These scenes have iittie substance in reality. As children move into the compensatpry 

combination phase, they begin to correct or compensate, within their play, for perceived 

deficits or diflticulties in reaiity. When children begin to relive realistic, ditncult situations 

. . 
within their play, they have entered the uauidating combination stage. The fantasy play 

context provides children with the means to disassoQate fiom the threatening situation, 

and, although they stili address the problem, they are able to de4ntensi.Q its emotional 

. . 
impact. Lastiy, mtin Datory combinations marks the fourth and final phase of children's 

syrnbolic combinations. As the label suggests, chiIdren begui to anticipate the 

consequences of certain courses of behavior within their fhtasy play, and these perceived 

consequences approximate those likely to be encountered in reai We. At this point, 

children's representations, although still symbolic, become more closely aligned with 

reality. - 



Children enter Stage 2 between 4 and 7 years of age. A s  the assimilative cognitive 

processes are increasingiy counter-balanced by the acconmiodative processes, children's 

fantasy play becornes more coherent and orderly and is characterized by an increased 

attention to detaii. Piaget (1962) suggested that this observed, qualitative change in the 

content of the play effective1y highlights chiIdrenrs growing desire to exactiy and 

accurately replicate reahty- The observed decrease in children's (Le., extreme 

distortions of reality) fhntasy play after age 4, and its progressive evolution into a 

"straightfoward copy of reality" (Piaget, 1%2, p. 13 7), wherein only the themes remain 

symbolic, precipitated Piaget's contention that the Wasy play mode begins to decline 

during this stage. A unique feature of Stage 2 is the onset of colIective symbolisni, 

involving play with one or more companions. Aithough Piaget did not address this 

emerging phenornenon at any great l e n a  he emphasized that the requisite objectification 

of arbitrary symbols and negotiation of play roles and themes accompanying this more 

social play precipitates a type of fmtasy play that is hast an exact rephca of reality. 

Thus, collective or social forces appear to depress distortion during fantasy play and may 

smooth the entry into the next developmental stage: games with rules. 

= 
The third stage, occurring around 7- to 8-years-old, marks the decline of fantasy 

play and the rise of games with d e s .  However, Piaget (1962) did not suggest that 

symbolism disappeared completely fiom chiken's behavioral repertoires. Rather, he 

proposed that these representational schemas are redirected to activities that are less 

distorting and more adaptive to reality (e-g., handwork or drawing). 





activity to one which is c o ~ ~ e  and CO-wnstructd Secondly, the application of 

syrnboIic schemas to increasingiy dissimilar referents indicates growth in children's ability 

to decontexnialize objects; to sepamte the meaning of the object fiom its physical 

amibutes. As children become more proficient in this new-fomd abiiity, they begin to 

combine these separate symbolic elements in new and unique ways. As well, they begin to 

shift fiom seIf- (e-g., the child feeds the self) to other-referenced (e.g. the child feeds the 

doll) behavior and utilize more active as opposed to passive roles w i t b  their play. Lastly, 

fantasy play 1 t begins to decline after age 4. However, ffatasy play 

enactment of realipr, with its cornpiex, planneci, and coherent play sequences. 

continues untii approxïmately 7 years of age where it is then replaced by a preference for 

games with des .  Thus, the progression of htasy  play follows an inverted U-shaped 

fundon, peaking at approximately 6 years of age. Empincal work ewmining this 

hypothesized developmental progression have tended to support Piaget's theory 

(Matthews, 1977; Fein, 198 1; Field, Destefao. & Koewler, 1982). 

The Contextual Amroach to Fantasv Play Develooment 

Vygotslq's (1966, 1978) "contextuajized" theoretical account of the hc t i on  and 

deveioprnent of fantasy play in children has aiso had a powerfbl impact on current research 

and practice and contributed significantly to our expanding knowledge of fantasy play 

(PeiIegrini & Galda, 1993). 

Both Vygotsky (1966) and Piaget (1962) s b e d  a similar emphasis on d e  

governed play as play at its most sophisticated. As well, both theorists noted an 

age-related decrease in children's reliance on objects' physically salient fatures in the 



generation of thek fantasy play. Similarly to Piaget's emphasis on h tasy  play as 

expressing children's need to distort reality to the seE Vygotsky, in a slight variation on 

this theme, emphasized fbtasy play as a type ofwish fÙIf2lment; as as '", iilusory 

realjzation ofwire&zabIe desires" (Vygotslq, 1966, pp. 7-8). 

Despite these similarities, Vygotsky (1966, 1978). unlike Piaget (1962, 1976), 

emphasized play as a leading contributor to clddren's development. Recall from the 

previous discussion thai Piaget (1962) viewed htasy play as regressive; a subjugatioa of 

an extemai, rational reality to an intemal, subjective seE As we& Vygotsky (1966, 1978) 

emphasized the role of social, situational, motivational, and a8Fèctive factors iduencing 

this development. Thus, contrary to Piaget's more general, age-relata stage theory, 

Vygotslq advocated a context-specifiç approach to understanding children's fhntasy play 

and its role in childreds cognitive development and growth. 

Vygotslq (1966, 1978) suggested that human development was not solely the 

resdt of age-related, maturational changes but rather reflected the active transformation 

(Le., personalkation) and intenialization of cuIturaily vdued activities and conventions. 

He believed that all higher psychologid fùnctions were characterized by this inward 

movement. Vygotsky (1978) was keeniy interested in this proces of intemabation; thus, 

he advocated the need to study behavior within its wntext. 

Vygotsky (1978) proposed that the htasy play coatext facilitated and highlighted 

this meaning-making process by releasing children fiom the societal d e s  and consîraïnts 

Mposed upon them in their daily lives and providing them with the means by which they 

can f M y  explore and experiment with cultural roles and adVities. Because rules (e-g., 



external or situational constraints) are subordinated to that of the imaginary (e-g, internai, 

ideational) situation within fantasy play, chiidren leam to rely on intenial rather than 

external tendencies and motives. Vygotsky (1978) proposed that this release fiom 

situational constraints and movement "withïn the field of meaning" (p. 10 1) promotes the 

acquisition and mastery of skills required for later -al participation because it Ieads to 

the "development of wili, the abiIity to make conscious choices" (p. 101) or "cornplex, 

mediated fonn of thought and volition" (p. 104). It is for this reason that Vygotsky 

(1966) felt play was a leading source of cMdren's development in the preschool years. 

How, precisely, does this transition fiom an externa1 to internai plain occur and what is the 

sigdicance of fmtasy play in this process? 

Vygotsky (1966, 1978) proposed that within fantasy play, children acquire the 

ability to separate the meanin: field from the & t d ,  
. 

or the perceptual field. lii 

children less than 3 years of age, these two aspects are fùsed. Affect and perception are 

intertwined and bound to the pIay action. Thus, children's play is subject to and 

constrained by the extenial situation. As play behavior continues to evolve, the meaning 

field and the perceptual field begin to differentiate. As children become increasingly 

liberated fkom external or situationai constraints or incentives, they are better able to 

conceive situations on an imaginai level. 

Vygotsky (1966, 1978) felt that toys played a cnticai role in facilitating this shifi 

fiom the concrete, extemai, or MsuaI d m  to the more abstract, internai, meaning realm. 

The toy serves as the "pivot" for detaching the meaning fiom perception (Vygotsky, 1978, 

p. 97). Vygotsky proposed that, for younger children, the substitute object must resemble 



2 1 

the real object because the perceptual field dominates the meatljllg field; the object 

dominates the meaning. However, this reliance on similar or prototypical substitutes 

declines as the meaning of the object is graduaiiy detached fiom its extraneous quaiities. 

Initiaiiy, children separate the object fiom the meaning unconsciously and spontaneously. 

As this divergence between the perceptual and affective fields continues, chiidren becorne 

increasingiy aware of these two aspects as separate and distinct and begin to apply them in 

a more dehierate fhshion, Thus, older children begin to guide themselves in their play not 

by what they slee, but by what they &ink Action arises fiom ideas rather than things; the 

meaning dominates the object, This sepmation process continues until approximately six 

years of age at which point children's irnaginary play becomes canverted to interd 

processes such as interna1 speech, logicai memory, and abstract thought (Vygotsky, 1978). 

To conclude, Vygotsky (1978) proposed that h tasy  play was the transitional 

stage between the situationdy constrained action of early chilclhoad and iiberated, 

decontextualized adult thought. He proposed that initial forms of fàntasy play were 

reproductions of reai life situations where d e s  predominate over imagination: It is 

"memory in action rather than a novel imaginary situationw (p. 103). As children begin to 

separate the meaning fiom the object, these extemaily govemed rules and constraints are 

subordinated to that of the imagination. At this point, fantasy play is driven by intemaiiy 

generated thought and meanitlg, not by extenial Limitations or constraints. Vygotsky 

beiieved that fantasy play, and the inherent nature of its transfomative fiinction, provided 

the forum or b e w o r k  for this me-g making process. Through fantasy play, children 

leam to fùnction on an intemal, cognitive plain, rather than an external, perceptual level. 



Vygotsky (1978) was particular1y interesteci in chüdren's htasy  play and its 

relationship to the development of speech noting that, with the gradua1 predominaace of 

speech, there was a subsequent decrease in fàntasy pIay. Vygotsky concluded that 

cbildren's fàntasy play was a precursor to more fomaiized (Le., decontextuabed) speech 

or discourse. As children become more verbdy proficient, the marner in which they 

symbolically express themselves changes. They begin to use more developmentally 

advanced forms of communication such as written language. Thus, Vygotsky suggested 

that fantasy play did a decrease; rather, it evolved into a more socidy acceptable and 

adaptive symbolic fonn of ~e~expression such as language and speech Although fmtasy 

play's transformational or continuaiiy evolviag nature is similarly echoed in Piaget's (1962, 

1976) explaaation of the observed decline in children's fmtasy play,' Piaget did not 

suggest that the abiity to transcend reahy or t r d o r m  reality was an underlying factor in 

childrents ability to communicate through speech and language. Rather, Piaget proposed 

that symboiic or representational thought was redirected to activities (e.g., drawing and 

handwork) that were less distorting and more adaptive to reality. Another distinction 

between Vygotsky and Piaget is the hypothesired direction of the content of cMdreds 

fantasy play. Piaget proposed that children's play scenarîos become more reaListic with 

age due to the establishment of equilibrium between assimilation and accommodation. 

Alternately, Vygotsky stated, as the meaning of the imaginary situation is gradually 

ernancipated fkom situational and extraneous constraints, faatasy play progresses nom the 

I Recaiï that, due to a graduai re-assertion of the accommodative thought pmceses, Piaget 
proposed that fmtasy play as a pnterred play made wamd and was p a d d y  replaced by games with 
des)  



f d a r  and reaiistic to the novel and fintastic. Thus, although both Piaget and Vygotsky 

view fantasy play as a naturai aspect of children's development fadtating cchildren's ability 

to engage in representational thought, they mer on some core issues regarding the 

process and finai product of fantasy play. 

Bruner (1986% 1986b), an advocate of Vygotsky and influentid theorist in bis own 

right, has also examined the ways children attempt to understand the world around hem, 

to dean meaning fiom their everyday h e s  and the events that shape them. Although 

Bruner (1974, 1986b) was primady interested in the hct ion of language, he noted play's 

fiuidamental contribution to chiIdrents language mastery and communicative cornpetence. 

For example, Brunef (1974) noted that cfiildren's mother tongue was mastered more 

readily in play. As well, he found that the most complicated language fonns fkst appeared 

in chilchen's play advities (Bmer, 1974). Similar to Vygotsky's (1966) belief in play as a 

major force in shaping children's development, Bmer  proposed that play was "a test 

fiame, a hot house for trying out ways of combining thought, language, and fatasy" 

(Bruner, 1986b, p. 83). 

Bmer (1986b) believed that piay was one wntext children used to understand and 

master the external world. To fhacilitate this meaning-making process, he proposed that 

human beings were boni with the innate capacity to constnict conceptual schemas that 

interpret others intentions (Brunes, 1974). These conceptual schemas are adaptive in that 

they enable the infant to estabiish and regdate joint activity and attention, first with the 

primary caregiver and later on with more tertiary figures. Bmer  (1974) ernphasized the 

cntical role of the caregiver in reciprocating this process and the hdamentai contribution 



of play in faditating this transactional, meaniug-making process. Znitially, the pre-verbal 

child uses actions in play to convey meaning. The sensitive caregiver responds to the 

child's attempts to communkate and estabiish a joint point of reference by verbally 

interpreting or cl-g the chiid's intended meankgs. This process helps the chüd 

deveIop an awareness of the d e  structures for communication. The child then begins to 

combine speech with bis or her play actions. Once again the caregiver responds and so 

this process continues until the chiid is able to explicitly comrnuaicate bis or her intentions 

and meaning through language done without relying upon actions (Le., play) or the 

external context (i-e., toys or props). Thus, Bruner (1974, 1986b) believed that, withùl 

the joinâiy regdateci activity of play and bdered fkom any external wnsequences or 

constraints by play's non-literai nature, the child experiments, combines, c l d e s ,  and 

elaborates on the mie structures in communication, &st through acts and then through 

verbal utterances, untd he or she is able to explicitly convey his or her intended meaning 

tIirough language. 

B m e r  (1986b) suggested that this sociaiization into the d e s  and hc t ion  of 

appropriate language use exemplifies how play is subtly structureci to instnict chiidren on 

the values within the culture thereby facilitating their successfiil adaptation and integration 

into the larger social milieu. L i e  his Russian predecessor, Bruner accentuated the crucial 

roIe of situational and social factors in affecting this process. However, rather than re1ying 

solely upon broad, hypothetical assumptions such as those made by Vygotsky (1 966, 

1978), B m e r  attempted to gamer some empirical support for his theoreticai suppositions 

by examining, in detail, the role of various contextual and social supports such as adults, 



pers, and toy materials upon cbildren's play. Afier analyzing thousands of play 

observations fiom play groups and nursery schools, Bruner (198%) noted that the 

sequences of play that were the Iongest and most riciily daborateci were produced in the 

presence of non-directive adults who provided a stable and coniinuous play environment, 

in peer dyads (as opposed to solitary, madic or group play), and using instrun,ental play 

materials (i.e., toys which ailowed children the îreedom to wnstruct something). These 

hdings tend tu support both Vygotslq's and Bruner's dialectical, context-specitic 

approach to understanding children's cognitive growth. Not only do children actively 

transpose and manipulate incoming information to form meaningfiri conceptual schemas to 

interpret the world, they are, in turn, constrained by situationai and social m o r s  within 

that world- Thus, intemal needs and motives are intertwined with exiernai, socially 

imposed rules. Fantasy play, due to its non-iiteral nature, is a socially acceptable means 

children use to integrate these Ersquentiy oppositionai forces in an attempt to derive 

meaning fiom and achieve mastery over an often incomprehensible and uncontroilable 

world. 

Briefiy, to conclude, prominent theorists such as Vygotsky (1966, 1978) and 

Bruner (1974, 1986% 19S6b7 1988) have been instrumental in precipitating the recent shift 

towards a more contextualized view of children's knowledge acquisition and growth. 

Both theorists emphasize the criticai role of the social or cultural milieu in children's 

developmental trajectones. Although Piaget (1962, 1976)- mntrary to Bruner and 

Vygotsky, tended to emphasite children's development as primanfy an internai, age-related 

process, d three theorists present children as active constructors of interpretive 



f'r;toieworks, or conceptual schemas, fiom which to view the world They incorporate and 

transpose incoming information in an attempt to make sense of it; to make it meaningful. 

Fantasy play provides the adaptive fonim for this traasformative bction to occufCCUf It 

enables children to build increasingly elaborate and abstract conceptual schemas. Fantasy 

play is a reflection of both an extend, objective reality and an intemal, subjective self. 

Therein lies the duality of fmtasy play. 

Although it is clear, from the presediag discussion, that h tasy  play is a tool that 

children use to make sense of the worlà, it would be erroneous to presume that it is the 

odv way. There are other wmmonly used means at their disposal. Bruner (1988) 

suggested that narrative, or storytehg, is another representationai tool by which children 

interpret and trarisform their worlds. 

Theoretical Review of Children's Narrative 

As with fhntasy play, narrative discourse is a specific, symbolic communication 

mode by which children organize and represent their interna1 and extemal expenences, 

thoughts, and fantasies. CChildren actively explore language and ideas withh the sîory 

reala They rnanipuiate the story-line, conveying pertinent details and iaformation to their 

audience that assist in the accurate interpretation of the story unfolding events. 

Storytehg is universal; it is common across all cultures and ail ages (Olson, 1990). 

Previous empirical and theoretical Iiterature on the development of storytelling in 

children has tended to emphasize specific grammatical or structural aspects of children's 

sones (Bmer, 1988; Mcolopoulou, 1993). Shifts within the scientific literature in 

viewing storytebg as a tool children use to actively explore and make sense of their Lved 



experiences, and commmicate these perceptions and interpretations to others, has 

precipitated a subtie  ovem men^ in ment years, toward a more interpcetive approach to 

studying children's narrative. The foliowing discussion traces the historical roots of 

nanative deveIopment in children and higbiights m e n t  theoreticai and empincd fhdings 

regarding the fimction and development of nanative. 

Children's nanative as a field of scienîiiic inqujr by educators, psychologists, 

hguists, sociologists, and others withm the field ofacademia has generated an impressive 

body of knowledge conceniing its ongin and development. Although definitional variation 

exists to some degree within the literature, in generai the Iiterature appears to suggest that 

specific grammatical or structurai components are necessary to distinguish narrative fkom 

other foms of oral or written discourse. Labov anci Waletsky (1967) identined narratives 

as any sequence of clauses which contains at least one temporal juncture and conveyed the 

following information to the audience: (1) orientation - a description of a person, tirne, 

place or situation, (2) complication - a series ofevents ending in a resolution, (3) 

evaluation - narrator implicitly or expiicitly emphasizes certain events over others to 

accentuate the importance or signiscarice of those events, (4) resolution, and (5) coda - 

an optional transitional device intended to bring the audience back to the present moment. 

Similar to Labov and Waletslq, Umiker-Sebeok (1977) and Thomdyke (1977) 

emphasized character, setting, plot, compiicating event, and resolution as primary 

constituents of a complete narrative. in a slight variation to this theme, Rumelhart (1977) 

used a schema approach to delineating narrative structure. Spdcally, schema was 

defined by Rumehart as an abstract representation of a generic wncept for an object, 



event, or situation. Two schemata commody found in stories are the EPISODE schema 

and the TRY schema (Rumelhart, 1977). The former descnies the relationship between 

an initiating eveat, goal, and attempt to acbieve that goal, whereas the latter descnies the 

intemal structure ofthe attempt. The preceding dehitions share a common focus on 

specinc grammatical or structurai aspects of namîive. These story grammarians were 

primarily concerned with identirjing the unique féatures that characterize stories 6om 

non-stories and the development ofthese féatures within the storyteller. 

Several empincal studies have found a developmental progression in narrative 

wmpetency and structural complexity in chfidren with age (Sutton-Smith, Botvin & 

Mahoney, 1976; Botvin & Sutton-Smith, 1977; Umiker-Sebeok, 1977; Hicks & Wolf, 

1988; McKeough, 1986, 1992). Simple narrative accounts, whereby an initial state "A" 

proceeds to a final state "B" emerges around 4-5 years of age. By 6-years-old, this basic 

dyad is elaborated and extended to include intervening actions or events (Le., probIem) 

mediating the movement from A to B. At approximateiy 7-years-old, the chdd begins to 

coordinaîe multiple-action sequences to form a series of episodes. Embedded plots begin 

to emerge at approximateiy 12 years of age and multiple-embedded structures by age 12. 

In addition, with increasing age chiidren become more flexible in their ability to use and 

reverse these basic structures (Sutton-Smith, Botvùi & Mahoney, 1976; Hicks & Smith, 

1988; McKeough, 1992) and incorporate secondary elements (Le., flashbacks, surprise 

endings) to eiaborate upon the primary plot structure (Sutton-Smith et. al., 1976). Tbese 

Iatter findings support Kernan's (1977) findings that older children more often elaborated 

upon the background information in their szories. Kernan suggested that this elaboratioa 



rnay indicate an overriding concern that the stories' events are interpreted by the audience 

in a manner the narrator wishes them to be. Keman postulateci that younger children tend 

to assume the audience understands and appreciates the narrative account the same way 

they do, whereas older children realize that explicit cues are necessary for accurate 

interpretation and appreciation of the story. 

Briefly, to conclude, praious studies examining the developmental progression of 

narrative in cbildren outline a gradual incorporation and integration of increasingiy 

sophisticated linguistic and grammaticai structures thereby enhancing the complexity, 

coherence, and whesion of the narrative account. 

Bruner (1 9864 1 P86b, 1988, l992), Case (1 WS), and McKeough (1 992), 

although focushg on siightly dinerent aspects of chiidren's narrative cornpetence, 

suggested that narrative assumes a central rote in chikiren's cognitive development. 

Bruner (1992), emphasizing the social and cultural ongins of storyteiiing, takes a more 

interpretive, context specific approach to the function of narrative in children's lives. 

Aithough they do not discount the importance of situational influences, Case (1992) and 

McKeough (1992), following the neo-Piagetian tradition, suggest that narrative is a 

universai, centrai conceptual structure which gradually progresses in structural complexity 

as a result of a more generai, age-related growth in working memory capacity. They 

proposed that tbis centrai conceptual structure is used by children to organize and make 

sense of their experiences. Currently, their research attempts to elicit empiricai support 

for the presence of a universai, stage-related developmental sequence within this particular 

cognitive domain. Despite the differences in emphases, both Bruner and Case and 



McKeough recognized the central role of narrative in cMdrents development and growth 

and its primary hction as a meaning-making device. 

Bmer (1992) wrote extensïvely on narrative as a speciai, symbolic laquage 

system "not only representing but of wnstituting reality" @. 223). ChiIdrents stories were 

a reflection of thw active and continuai attempts to interpret and make sense of these 

experiences. Indeed, Bmer  (1988) felt that children's ways of teiiing and of conceiving 

the world through narrative k o m e  so habitua1 that they become "the recipes for 

struauring experience itselc (p. 582). Thus, this narrative mode of thought (Bruner, 

1986b) provides children with a format for interpethg and understanding We experiences 

and for informing fime counes of action (Olson, 1990). 

Bniner (1986a) argued uiat laiowledge was not solely c o m c t e d  internally 

(mtra-individually) or extemally (inter-individdy) but rather was co-comcted in the 

interplay between the chiid and the culture. In other words, children's mental 

representations not only reflect the culture to which it is embedded, it reflects children's 

transformation and interpretation of cultural realities in an active search for meaning. 

These ciSering extemal experiences and intemal interpretive fiamewarks shape and 

personaiize mative expression (Bruner, 1988). Thus, childreds active participation in 

meaning making finds its expression in the narratives that they tell. Like fantasy play, 

narrative is a socially derived expressive forum which unites and integrates the intemai, 

interpretive aspects and the extemal, cultural aspects of reality. 



Bruner (1986a) postuiated that these two restlities are depicted within the dud 

landscapes of narrative: (1) the landscape of action, anci (2) the landscape of 

consciousness. The landscape of action is the inf'ra-structure or the structural building 

blocks (Le-, d g ,  character, plot, resoIution) of the story upon which the landscape of 

consciousness, or the intentionai, motivationai, intemal states of the story's characters, 

depend. The narrator, through active and creative mntiipulation of these two aory 

components, creates impIicit and explicit meanbgs witbin the story t e s  and it is this 

personalwd new meaning that is conveyed to the audience. How is this mative 

cornpetence transmitted to the next generation? 

Bruner (1990) suggested that young cfiildren are initiaüjj soàalized imo narrative 

- by the larger culture. Early on children leam that nanative is one of the 

non-confiontatiod fneans to which they achieve certain &. Bniner (1990) proposeci 

one of these ends was to find meaning in and master experiences which are ofien 

incomprehensible and uncontrollable. Another end was to successfidly navigate the shift 

into the larger cultwal and social milieu. Because Bruner believed both play and narrative 

were interwoven and integral to young cbildren's attempt to render meaniag, many of the 

same processes and supports discussed previously in fantasy play apply here as weii, e.g., 

interpretation and clarification of intended meaning by an attentive caregiver, children's 

gradua1 abstraction of culturai d e s  goveming language use and communication. With the 

expert adult's carefid and sensitive guidancey stoqtebg proceeds within children from 

unconscious, spontaneous, and action-bas& play to conscious, deiiberate, and 

encdturated verbal accounts. This process ensures the successfbl continuation and 



transmission of the cutturally valued tool of narrative fiom one generation of story-&ers 

to the aext. 

From this very bief d-ption of Brunefs mmprehensive account of the ongins 

and fùnction of narrative and its role in chiidren's cognitive developrnent and knowledge 

acquisition, it is clear that he believed storytellirig was a socially derived and dturally 

d&ed phenornenon used to interpret meaning and inform action Case (1992) and 

McKeough (1992) take a slightly different theoretical stance in th& interpretation of the 

nature of children's cognitive growîh and the progression of narrative thought. 

Case's Neo--an Mode1 of C w  
* .  ve Develo~rnent 

Case (1 992) revised and expandecl upon Piaget's original heory of cognitive 

development in an attempt to deal with some its Iimitations and to integrate and combine 

both generai, system-wide and more context specific characteristics of cognitive 

development, which to that point had remained discrete. He proposed that structurai 

change is localized and specifïc to one particular knowledge domain, yet the process ofits 

assembly is subject to a general developmentai constraint: working memory or processing 

capacity. As children's working memory capacity increases with age, tfiey are able to 

incorporate more information into the preceding cognitive structure. Thus, cognitive 

development proceeds in a building block fashion whereby children integrate and 

consolidate new information with the old. This enables them to construct increasingiy 

complex conceptual structures for interpreting idormation 

Case (1992) proposed that children Uivariantly progress through four generai 

stages of cognitive development: (1) the sensorhotor stage, (2) the interrelational stage 



(3) the dimensional stage, and (4) the vectorial stage. He suggested that, within each of 

these four stages, there were four sub-stages characterized by the number ofworlong 

memory units 0 available to process information. These four sub-stages are: 

(a) consoIi&ic)n; a new structure is assembleci; 1 WM unit availlable therefore the 

new structure is applied in a isolated fashon 

(b) çoordination: 2 WM units avaüable therefore two structures are wnsidered at 

one time 

(c) bifocal coordination; characterized by 3 WM uajfsY involves coordination of 

the two structures 

(d) w a t e d  bifocal coordination; 4 WM units available, the two structures are 

int'egrated and consolidateci to form qualitatively distinct entityy marks the 

transition fiom the 4th substage of one level to the first sub-stage of next lwel 

Each stage proposed by Case (1992) is labeied and characterized accordhg to the 

quahtively distinct meaus by which children comtruct these conceptual structures. In 

the sensorimotor stage (4 to 18 months old), deveIopment takes place within infants' 

sensorimotor behavior. Wltbui the interrelationai stage (18 months to 5 years of age), 

children focus on the relational aspects of conceptuai units. hiring the dimensional stage 

(5 to 11 years of age) children begin to address the spatial and temporal dimensions of 

their experiences. Lady, children in the vectorial stage (1 1 - to 19-years-old) begh to 

wnceptualize information in terms of "abstract systems of dimensions in which there is no 

concrete referent" (Case, 1992, p. 27). Because the intellectual structures at these higher 

levels are not considered cuIW universais, it is during this last sub-stage that exposure 



(Le., to f o d  schooling) and experience (Le-, practice) become more criticai variables in 

determinhg the outcome of ctiildreds dewlopmentai trajectones. Case posited that 

individual variation in rates of development are Iargely due to individuai dBiereaces in 

children's expenences of specific content areas. nius, Case proposed that children 

constlllct increasingly cornplex conceptua structures as they move nom one sub-stage 

and stage to the next and that development was constrained by system-wide maturationai 

and doniain-specific mperiential components. McKeough's (1992) work fkom the social 

domain, specifically within the field of narrative, attempted to validate, empiricaily, Case's 

theory and more clearly demonsaate this developmentai process. 

Piwtian Model of Narrative Develonment 

McKeough (1992), documented a gened, stage-like, sequential progression in 

children's storyteliing abilities during the dimensional stage of cognitive development. She 

linked this age-related progression to a growth in working memoq processing capacity 

which increased from 1 to 4 tmits across each sub-stage. This growth in processing 

capacity corresponded to an increase in the stnicnirai wmplexity of cbildren's mative 

productions. 

The typical4year-old produced stories that epitomized scripted narrative 

accounts. These scripted accounts are characterized by familiar, commonly encountered 

experiences linked causdy or temporally together to form a predictabie event sequence 

containkg four elements: a setting, an initiating event, a respome, and an outcome. The 

consolidation and integration of these four separate elements into the qualitatively distinct, 

suigular entity sory marks the 4-yearslds movement fkom the final phase of the precediag 



relational stage to the first sub-stage of the dimemional stage. Thus, the 4-year-old's story 

typidy contains a a g i e  episode. The following illustrates a prototypic 4-yea-old story: 

Once there was a lamb and a girl walking to get home. So they saw their 

mother's house and they went in and they saw th& mother. That's where they 

lived and they lived happily ever after. (McKeough, 1992, p. 172) 

This story ciearly indicates the aforementioned elements of the typical4-year-old stoty: It 

has a setthg (Le., mothefs house), an initiating event Çi.e., walking to get home), a 

response (i-e., they went in and they saw their mother) and outcome (Le., they lived 

happily ever after). There is a predictable unfoding of story events and the story elements 

are tempordy and causally linked to form a single, scripted (i-e., based upon the "bappily 

ever after" story script) story structuree 

Unlike the 4-year-old, the 6-yearsld is able to coordinate two different episodic 

structures indicating a growth in processing capacity fiom one to two units. It is at tbis 

point that children's stories more closely approximate a plotted story structure wherein the 

first story sequence centers around a problem that is perceived and the second event 

sequence details anempts to resdve it. The introduction of a probiem episode into the 

story refiects a SM tiom an exclusively extenial focus to a more intenial plane, marking 

the omet of children's awareness of underlying motivational states and intentions directing 

the character's actions. This shifk marks a major change in cbildren's social cognitive 

abilities. Thus, 6-year-olds begin to coordùiate and integrate the landscape of action with 

the landscape of consciousness (Bnuiw, 1986a) thereby forming an intentional story 

structure. The foliowing Nustrates a prototypic Gyear-old story: 



A horse was walking dong in a field and he saw a iittie lamb in one of the 

places of the barn and it was a fence. And it was a nice IittIe lamb and it-it was 

lonely. So the horse jumped in and the lamb jumped ont0 the horse and then they 

got out. And then they went to a place wfiete there was no one except them- And 

they picked some blueberries, And the lamb found some grass and he iked the 

grass better than the bluebenies. And then they went and tived together. And they 

lived happily ever &ers ~cKeough, 1992, p. 174). 

The preceding example of a prototypic 6-year-old story iilustrates how the characteis 

actions are linked to underlying mental States (Le., nice little lamb and it - it was lonely) to 

form a basic plot wherein a problern is introduced fise., a lonely lamb trappeci by a fence) 

and subsequedy resolved (Le., a borse rescues the Iamb). 

By 8 years of age and the inaoduction of yet anotber unit of processing capacity, 

children are able to consider two or more plot units, albeit in a somewhat tentative 

manner, usually in the form of a complication or sub-plot which serves to impede the 

successfiil resolution of the initial problem. The foiiowing example illustrates such a 

scenarïo : 

Once there was a little girl who was walking in the woods and she saw a 

helpless little lamb. And then she took it to her M e r  but her father said, "No! 

She can't keep it." Then she buiit a house in the woods for it and kept it there and 

brought food for her every &y. And her fàîher and mother found out that she was 

keeping the little lamb there and so, they told her that they should send her to a 

place where lambs live. (McKeough, 1992, p, 176). 



Ten year oIds have four units ofprocessing capacity available to them t h d o r e  

they are able to systematicaliy integrate and elaborate more upon these two basic plot 

units to produce coherent and cohesive narrative accounts. 

Briefly, to summarize, McKeough's (1992) anpirical work within the narrative 

domain suggests the presence of a linear, age-related progression in childreds story 

structure and a movement fiom action-driven to intention-driven narrative accounts. This 

progression has been Iinked to a p d e l  growth in working memory processing capacity. 

These findings lend direct support to Case's (1992) reformulated Piagetian account of 

children's cognitive development and knowledge acquisition. Case (1992) and McKeough 

(1992) proposed that children build upon prior knowledge, constructing increasingiy 

complex conceptual schemas by which they interpret the world. Narrative knowledge is 

thought to be one such interpretive structure. 

The preceding discussion effectively highlights theoretical postdates and empiricd 

support regarding the nature and progression of narrative and suggests that, Like h n t a s y  

play, storytelling may be a cultural tool that children actively use to organize and make 

sense of their lived experiences. These attempts to render meaning are reflected in the 

stories that are told (Bruner, 1986b, 1992). Case (1992) and McKeough (1992) suggest 

that, in addition to the -y so& forces shaping duldrenlr meanhg-making activities, 

there appears to be distinctive age-related ciifferences on & chïldren go about tûis 

interpretive activity and that these Merences may be related to system-wide constraints in 

working memory or processing capacity. 

Factors Affécting Chddren's Fantasy Play and Narrative 



nie  iiterature disaisseci thus fàr suggests that childrents deveiopment is dynamic, 

cornplex, and multifaceted. The intemal and extemal forces shaping that development are 

embedded within and expressed through children's meaning m a h g  activities (e-g., h t a s y  

play and storytehg). The search for a more cornplete and comprehensive account of 

how and what fkctors iduence children's attempts to make meaning or sense of their lived 

experiences, and their efféct on children's developmentd trajectories, has prompted 

researchets to attempt to parcel out and explicate the role of these many hctors. 

Accompanying this more contextuaiized view of children's growth, appears to be a 

re-discovery and re-emphasis, within the empiricai literature, on the value of studying 

children's development and meaning making aaMties within its naturd context rather than 

the more sterile and conîrolied laboratory conditions of yesteryear. 

Following the more recent acknowledgmeat and emphasis w i t h  the theoretical 

iiterahire of examiniag behavior within its social, cultural, and ecological context, the 

m e n t  empirical research reflects a growing awareness and recognition ofchildren's 

development as a dynamic intra- and inter-personal process. The interplay of these 

intemal and extemal factors is evident in chiIdrenls representational use of narrative and 

fantasy play. 

The empincal fiterature amassed thus fiir examimng the impact of internai and 

extemai factors on chiIdrenrs narrative and fantasy play is substantid and beyond the scope 

of this particular document. The folowing review is merely intended to higbbght the 

scope and divefsity of current empirid work within the area of children's narrative and 

play- 



Several studies suggest that & children engage in meanhg making activities such 

as storyteliing and fantasy play may be affécted, to some degree, by each child's unique 

profle of cornpetencies and personalized interpretive fiameworic. For example, individuai 

ciifferences in imaginative style (Wolf& Grohan, 1982), productive Ianguage abilities 

(Shapiro & Hudson, 199 1 ), and verbal fâcility (Regel & Yeatman. 199 1) appear to 

infiuence children's narrative competence and htasy play. Another study found gender 

differences in chiidren's tendency to extennalize fàntasy thoughts and ideas, with boys 

more likely to engage in îàutasy speech than girls (Olszewski, 1987). Lady, 

aforementioned developrnental or age-related diierences in how children use the means 

available to them to make sense of their worlds (Bruner, 1986a; Vygotsky, 1978; Piaget, 

1962; Peterson & McCabe, 1991; Case, 1992; McKeough, 1992) plays an important role 

in how children organize and communicate their experiences to others. 

&searchers have noted many social and cultural influences which dso appear to 

influence children's meaning making activities. For instance, Milfer (1 993) noted that 

there existed a considerable degree of culturai variation on how the narrative genre was 

defined and made available to young children. Peterson (1994) noted variation in the 

personal narratives of raciaiiy and culturally homogeneous children 6om different 

socioeconomic backgrounds. Social factors such as familiarity @loom, 1988; cited in 

Burroughs & Murray, 1992), preferred play partnership (Wanska & Krantz, 1981), and 

the presence of an adult or peers (Cook-Gumpen & Corsaro, 1977; Pellegrhi, 1983; 

Soderbergh, 1980) aiso appear to affect children's ability and/or williagness to 

communicate. 



Ecological or situational -ors exîsting within the hunediate environment have 

been iïnked to language production and pIay. Cook-Gumperz and Corsaro (1977) 

discovered that children sdected Werent communication strategies to meet the 

expectations generated by the setting. Supporting Vygotsky (1978) and Bruner's (1986) 

contention of play as a leadhg conmlutor in children's developûient, Bensu11 (1993) 

found pater  narrative cornpetence for 4- and 5-year-olds in the play setting than in the 

storyteliing h g .  Kramer, James, and Saxman (1979), ushg two m r e n t  language 

rneasues, found children produced longer utterances at home fatfier than wïthin the chic 

setting. Studies by Peliegrini (1982, 1983, 1984, 1986) found that the play context (e-g., 

housekeeping, blocks, and sand/water) elicited quantitatively and qualitatively distinct 

types of ianguage- For example, one study found ùlat housekeeping and blocks centers 

f d t a i e d  more imaginative and dti-fhdionai language than sandwater in preschool 

children (Pellegrhi, 1983). 

The results of these numerous empirical studies appear to suggest that children's 

ab* to convey meaning through narrative and fantasy play is a transactional, dynamic, 

and emergent process; an "interwaving of text and context" (Kelly-Byme, 1984, p. 39). 

These hdlligs have contri'buted substantidy to our understandhg of & and how 

children corne to view the world in so many different ways. 

Aithou& m y  studies have examined contextual and situatiod influences on 

children's h t s y  play, one particularly rich field of inquj. is that of inherent toy -. 

Toys are an essentiai component of children's pIay. For example, one study found the 

majority (97%) of children's fi-ee-play activity involved some type of pIay materiai ( T i i d ,  



Phiips & Plewis, 1976). Toys structure has been conceived ofas existing along a 

continuum (Johnson, chrinie, & Yawkey, 1987; see Figure 2.1). Dependhg upon the 

degree of inherent detailhg and realism, d expressive play medium can be placed 

somewhere along this continuum. Highly stnictured toys approxhate their redistic 

counterparts and are quite specific in their use (e-g., Doctors or nurses kits). Converselyf 

unstnictured toys tend to be less feature specific and used for a number of purposes (e-g, 

wooden blocks, sand, water). 

Figure 2.1 

Johnson. Christie- & Yawkey's (1987) Continuum of Tov Structure 

Mud 
Sand 'Featureless' Dolls InstnictÏonal 
Water Blocks Vehides, etc. Detailed Toys Materials 

Neumann (1971) and Fein (198 1) hypothesized a relationship between f'antasy play 

production and toy structure. They suggested that 5-and 6-year-olds' ability to generate 

fantasy in the absence of environmentai supports Piaget, 1962; Vygotsky, 1978) lads to 

a preference for objects with less structure. FoUowhg Vygotsky, they reasoned that older 

children prefer these unstructured toys because tbey are less constrained by the object's 

physical feaîures and, as such, they are able to use these toys in a greater variety of fantasy 

scenarios. They predicted that older children's fantasy play is enhanceci by the use of less 

structured toy materials. Alternately, they proposed that children less than 5 years of age 

demonstrate the opposite pattern. They reasoned that, because younger children rely 



heady upon the salient features of the play objects to support their fan- play themes, 

the presence of low-structureci toys w d d  deleteriously Skct thei fhtasy productions. 

Thus, younger children's h tasy  play is thought to be richest in the high structured toy 

condition. 

Empincai studies examinuig the fântasy play/toy structure relationship have fded 

to produce codstent, conclusive results, however (McGhee, Etbndge & Benz, 1984; 

Olszewski & Fuson, 1982; McLoyd, 1983). This may be a fùnction of potentid 

confouuds within the design of these studies. For example, these studies employed 

different criteria in deheating hi& versus medium, versus low structureci toys. 

Olszewski and Fuson's (1982) low-stmctured toys feu towards the middle of Johnson, 

Christie and Yawkey's (1987) toy continuum. m e r  potential tlaws were a lack of 

awareness or inattention to extraneous variables which rnay a f f i  the interaction of 

children's fmtasy play and toy structure. For ewmple, toy preference, gender, adult or 

peer presence (Pellegrini & Perhutter, 1989), familiarity of play partners? surroundings 

and toys (Matthews, 1977, 1978), socio-economic, cultural, and familial factors (Udwin & 

Shrnukler, 198 l), social cornpetency (Doyle & Comoiiy, 1989), and social status (Le., 

popularity; Black, 1992) all impact the qumtity and quality of chiidren's fmtasy play. 

Very few studies have examineci the affect of toy structure on the structural and 

thematic aspects of children's fantasy play utterances. Peilegrini (1982, 1984, 1985, 1986) 

and his cofleagues (Pelle& & Cramer, 1983; Pellegrhi & Perhutter, 1989), Pulaski 

(1973), and McLoyd, Warren, and Thomas (1984) are three notable exceptions. 



Pellegrini's extensive work examinhg the effects of toy materials and other 

contextual features on chüdreds play (Pelle@ & PerImutter, 1989; Pellegrhi, 1985) and 

language abiüties (Pellegrhi & Cramer, 1983; Pellegrhi, 1982; Pellegnrll, 1984; PeUegrini; 

1986) has made a substantial contribution to this growing body of knowledge, yet most of 

this work has focused on discrete, isolated aspects of language- social influences, or 

contexhid supports rather examinhg them as reciprocating and interconnected duences. 

Pulaski's (1973) study found that 5-,6- and 7-year-old children produced a significantly 

greater variety of h t a s y  play themes in the mùùmally structured toy condition, although 

the most cornmonly recited stories were those which were rooted in reality. These 

kdings appear to support Piaget's (1962) contention that fantasy play becomes less 

distorted, and increasingly bound to realty with age. McLoyd, Warren, and Thomas 

(1984) examined type ofimaginary role euactment as a fbction of toy specificity. UnWre 

Pulaski (1973)- they discovered that les  specific (Le., unstnictured) toys elicited 

signincantly more fantasy, as opposed to domestic, role reenactments. These fhdings 

appear to support Vygotslqts (1966, 1978) view of the progression of fantasy play, 

whereby fantasy is gradually emancipated fkom an extemai, de-governeci world and 

children begin to move fieely within the field ofmeaning. The seemingly contradictory 

flndhgs of these two studies highlight the aforementioned discrepancy which currently 

exists within the literature regardhg the developrnental progression of the representational 

or syrnbolic cognitive funcîioa 

The Fantasy Play and Storytelhg Comection 



Children's fantasy play and storytehg, as representational tools, provides a 

n a d  context whereby developmental psychologists can naturally and unobtmsively 

observe children's early attempts at meanhg making- Only recently have researchers 

begun to examine the potential relationship between htasy play and narrative. Some 

theorists believe htasy play is play with a story-line (PaIey, 1990; Nicolopoul~y 1993). 

Others have found structurai parallels between children's formal (i-e., decontextuaiïzed) 

narative productions and stories they produce whiie engaged in fantasy play (e.g., 

introduction of characters and settings, initiation of a problem, resolution to the problem; 

Sachs, Goldman, & Chaille, 1985; Eckler & Weininger, 1989). 

Hicks and Wolf(1988), examining children's fantasy play narratives in greater 

detad, proposai that children's narratives produced during their play were "inter-textual" 

(Woif & Hicks, 1989, p. 330). They suggested that narrative, in generai, was more than a 

single line or strand of text; rather, narrative was cbaracterized by an interweaving of 

many different voices and that this rdti-dimensionality gave narrative its texture and 

vitaiity (Hicks & WoK 1988; Wolf& Hicks, 1989). To convey information to their 

audience, children flexibly traverse between the -ive voice, which accounts the events 

and actions of the story, the dido- voice, which imparts information concerning the 

interna1 thoughts of the characters, and the stage m e  v o i ~  which pennits the 

storyteiier to suspend the action of the narrative, to plan the direction of the story, and to 

inform the audience regarding changing roles, characters, setting, etc. This understanding 

of the fiinction of these various voices within narrative appears to emerge very &y on in 

chüdrenls development. For example, Woifand Hicks (1989) found that the spontaneous 



play narratives of children as young as three yean of age were multi-voiced. However, 

these voices were manipulated differently depending on the age of the child. W~th age, 

children use more Linguistic markers (Le., temporai features; tense) to distinguish between 

the various voices. As well, between five and six years of age, children begin to 

demonstrate their understanding of the plu&- (Wolf& Hicks, 1989, p. 33 1) of 

the voices: Each voice has multiple hctions and can convey the same information as the 

other voices. For example, i i b o d o n  is comreyed through the story characters rather 

than through the narrator. Thus, by age fie, children are skilled not ody in manipulating 

the separate voices, but aiso begin to embed the bctions ofthe other voices into one 

voice. In addition to the developmentai changes that were observed, Woifand Hicks 

(1 989) found chiidren's use of the various voices in relaying certain story events and their 

particular stance to those events was highly sensitive to Serences in the children's 

cultural background. 

Cultural and social experience and kwwledge also appear to play a major role in 

children's fantasy play and storytehg. For example, Sei- (1983) and Nelson and 

Seidman (1984), examining the content of chiidrenk piay scripts, detailed how young 

children used shared, fbdiar experiences as a common framework for organining their 

play and discourse. French, LucarielIo, Seidman & Nelson (1985) noted how toys assist 

children to access this shared event knowledge (Le., scripts). They obsewed ciifferences in 

the narrative productions ofchildren who played in physical settings with iimited 

contextual aies or supports to establish a shared point of reference versus those senings 

with props or toys supporthg access to script-based knowledge. They also found children 



who were able to rely upon the meanhg inherent in the setting produced extended and 

ncher discourse and "reveai cornpetencies not previously attriiuted to them" (p. 27) than 

those without such contexhial supports. Sachs, Goidrnan and Chaüle (1985) made a 

similar observation in theû work, noting that older children with a well developed doctor 

script produced more advanced pretend play sîory-lines than younger children with less 

exposure to, and therefore less knowledge of, that partiCUIar scripteci event. 

Despite the graduai accumulation of fidiogs supporting a potentid relationship 

between the two represeritational, meanbg-aiaking activities of narrative and fàntasy play, 

the specific nature and extent o f  this relationship is fw from clear. What is clear is that 

these meaning makùig activities are &ected by a myriad of factors, both intemal and 

extemal, that intermingle in cornplq sometimes surprishg ways. Untangiing the mystery 

of how chddren use the partidar meaas avaüable to them (Le-, fantasy play, narrative) to 

organize and interpret th& lived experiences and the faciltating effèct that contexts have 

on this meanîng making activity promises to be a fhitfbl area for fiiture scieatific inquiry 

and is the focus of the current study. 

summary 

Many studies have examined the structure of chïidren's fantasy play and various 

contextual and social factors affècting its expression, yet few studies have examined the 

qualitative aspects; those quaIities which make it magicai and engaghg not oniy to the 

participants, but also to the audience. The children tel while they play, although a 

natural by-product of their play, have only recently begun to be examineci in any depth. 

Moreover, ahhough some studies have examinai the relationship between specific 



langtage hctions and fantasy play, the methodoIogical approaches employed in the 

analyses of these studies M to capture the dynamic, continually wolving nature of 

stoxytebg within a broader situational and social context. A comparative study 

examining the structural similatities, or lack thereof, between children's spontaneous 

fantasy play narratives and those produced under more formai, decontextualized 

storytelling conditions has yet to be explored. 

Hypotheses 

The few studies examinhg the relationship between narrative and fàntasy play 

clearly indicate thaî, aithough they appear to be linked, the manner and extent of that 

linkage remains obscure. A broader, more dynamic approach to the study of children's 

narrative production as a CO~M@Y evolving phenornenon embedded within a broader 

social and situational context is more iikely tu capture the nature of this iinkage- 

Guided by the theoretical and empincal literature on the development of narrative 

(Botvin & Sutton-Smith, 1977; Bruner, 1990a, 1990b; Case, 1992; McKeough, 1992) and 

fantasy play (Piaget, 1962; Manhews, 1977; Vygotsb, 1978; Seidman, 1983; Nelson & 

Seidman, 1984), the m e n t  study WU attempt to cl* the relatiomhip between 

children's fmtasy play and namative production by addressing the following research 

hypotheses: 

1. Younger children rely more heaviiy upon sgipted laiowledge and contextual supports 

syaems in the generation of fantasy therefore: 



(a) narrative productions will have more advanced structural elements in a 

high support versus a low support toy condition2 

(b) aarrative productions will have more advanced structural elernents wah 

a high support versus a low support storytehg prompt 

2. Older children rely las upon w t e d  knowiedge and contextual support systems 

in the generation of f'aaîaq therefore: 

(a) narrative productions d l  have more advanced structural elements in a 

Iow support venus a high support toy condition 

(b) namative productions wül have more advanced structural elements in a 

low support versus a high support storytehg prompt 

3. Due to an additiod unit ofworking memory or processing capacity (Case, 1992), the 

narratives of the 6-year-olds' will be more structurally advanced than the narratives of the 

4-yearslds' regardless of the specinc level of iaberent support, or type of task. 

- . . - - - - 

2 To reduce confiision for the reader wiîh te@ to the multiple use of the term "saucturt" withia 
thk document, the mm "supporin will k spbsptuted and applied to the expednental conditions. Thus, 
the 'Unstniciuredn play or storytelhg tasks are, h m  this pobî, called "Low Supportn and the 
"Smctured" play or storyteiling conditions are d e d  "Hi@ Support," 



Cbapter III 

METEODOLOGY 

This experimental and exploratory mdy was design& to examine and compare the 

structural content of the narrative productions of 4- and 6-year-old children. More 

specindy, this saidy attempted to dari@ whetha age-related structurai paraliels existeci 

between fantasy play versus formai storytehg narratives and examine the impact of the 

presence or absence of contextual supports (Le., high versus low support toys and 

storyteliing prompts) on these narrative productions. 

This study employed a within-subjects experimental design. To encourage the 

children to verbalize their thoughts and actions while playing, each child was randomly 

paired with a same-aged participant from within the chüd-care fa*. Many of the 

child-we programs contacted to pamcipate in this study were smaller operations with 

limited numbers of children in each age group. Had a between-subjects design been used, 

the pairing procedure used in this study's design reciuyed that twice as many children be 

recniited from each of the two age groups. Because the cMd-care facilities tended to 

have smaller numbers of children, a greater number of centers are necessary to achiwe an 

adequate number of participants. hcreasing the number of cemers introduces a greater 

degree of variance and this increased variance may obscure or limit any statisticaily 

significant findings. Thus, implernenting a within-subjects design had a two-fold benefit: 

(1) it reduced the variability in the data due to e m e o u s  confioundiag thereby lending 



more statistid power to the findiags, and (2) the researcher was able to achieve this end 

using fewer participants. 

The researcher methodidy foilowed a nwber of procedurai steps from the 

inception ofthis study's design to its conclusion The details of these steps, or phases, are 

fùrther elaborated upon under their specified subheading and wiIi be discussed shortly- 

However, a brief oveMew of the procedure is needed to map out the hdscape of this 

study's design and to orient the reader. 

Four and 6-year-old chiidren were recniited fiom several cMd-care centers in 

rniddIe to upper-middle socio-econornic status neighborhoods. AU participants were 

screened for average verbal ability. Mer a period of fiimüarization to the researcher, the 

experimental toys, and the playroom where the study took place within each child-care 

facility, the chüdren were randomly assigneci a play partner and a treatment order 

condition. The f b t  &ta collection session, the childrea were exposed to one of two toy 

treatrnent conditions: hi& support (doctor toys) or low support (wooden blocks). They 

were videotaped playing with the toys for 15 minutes at which point one child was taken 

back to îheir regular playroom and the other chiid remained behuid to complete the two 

formal storytehg tasks. The storytelliog instnrctions paralieled the same degree of 

supportive detailhg which existeci within the toy props. The chiid's oral stories were 

videotaped. During the second session, the children were randomly assigned new play 

parmers and were exposed to the toy treatment they had not had the preceding session. 

M e r  the play, the child who had not yet cornpieteci the storyteliing task remained b e b d  

to do so while the other child retumed to his or her reguiar playroom. The video-taped 



stories in both the play and fornial storyielling conditions were transcn"bed and anal@ 

for Mnous deveioprnental (Le., plot Ievei) and inter-textuai @e., nanative voices) 

structurai elements and then subjected to a series of muitivariafe analysis of variance's 

(MANOVA'S). The following account describes the procedural process in greater detail. 

Method 

on m-tion 

Six chüd-are programs located in middle to upper-middie socio-economic 

neighborhoods in a large urban center in Western Caaada agreed to participate in this 

study. The recruitment process involved telephone contact with the director of each 

child-care program and a brief explanation of the purpose, degree of involvement, and 

nature of the study. This initial contact was foUowed by a personal meeting that entailed a 

more detailed discussion ofthe specific procedures of the study and a tour of the fàciiity. 

hiring the tour, the researcher made informai observations to detertnine the 

suitability of the center as a potentid research site. For example, the researcher noted: 

(1) the number, variety, and availability of toys, (2) the number of children in each of the 

age groups required for the study, (3) child-care ratios, (4) playroom size, lightin& and 

maneuverability (Le., overcrowding), (5) cMdrenls level of cornfort with their caretakers, 

(6) rapport between the staff, and (7) avdability of a room for conducting the study that 

was separate nom the main playroom yet still f d a r  to the chiidren. During the facility 

tour, the director of each center was infonnally questioned regarding the philosophy and 

mandate of the facility. Those settings that demonstrated a child-centered approach to 



chiid-care and emphaskd play as a valued aspect oftheir program were selected to 

participate in the study. 

ect Selectiom De- 
. . 

Mer the completion ofthe setting selection process, letters of information 

(Appendix A), parental consent forms (Appendix B), and occupational information fonns 

(Appendix C) were sent home with each 4- and 6-year-oid child. The bais for the 

selection of these particular age groups is that fiom 4 to 6 years of age fan- play begins 

to peak (Piaget, 1962; Matthews, 1977; Field, Desteho & Koewler, 1982), and simple, 

action-baseci, narrative episades (Le., event sequemes) progress to intentiondy-based, 

plotted episodes (Botvin & Sutîon-Smith, 1977, Umiker-Sebeok, 1977, McKeough, 1986; 

McKeough, 1992). 

Parental response rates to the participation request varied fiom center to center 

and beîween the 4- and 6-year-olds and are presented in Table 3.1. The range of the mean 

response rate between the two age groups was fiom 66% (6-year-olds) to 92% 

(4-year-olds). Possible explanations for the large daerences in responie rates between the 

two age groups may be, for the older children, a lack of communication on three ievels: 

(1) between the administration and child-care workers, (2) between chiid-care workers 

and relief or temporary and (3) between the facility staff (Le., administrative, 

child-care workers) and the parents. As well, there appeared to be l e s  parental 

involvement in the day-to-day happenings of the child-care programs with lower response 

rates. This, in combiition with potential gaps in communication on the three levels cited 

above, may have contributed to delaying or preventing the dissemination of pertinent 



information to the parents for them to make an informed decision regarding their child's 

participation in the study. Interestingly, the Iower response rates s d  to corne fkom 

those centers with more stnictwed, adivty-based child-care programs and larger ~iumbers 

Table 3.1 

4- Parental Res~onse Rates for 6-Year-Old Children bv Child-care Center 

* More and after-scbooL chiid- program only 
** Rounded up to &t integer 

The tesearcher targeted relatively homogenous, middle to upper-middle 

socio-econornic status (SES) neighborhoods because of the srna11 sample sizes used in ibis 

study; however, to codm the homogeneiry of the participants' SES the researcher 

requested that the parents or guardians wmplete an occupational infamation fonn 

(Appendk C). Ifboth parents or guardiaiis completed the fonn, the highest 

socio-economic level was assigned to the child. A cornparison of parental occupational 

titles to the 198 1 Socioemnomic Index for Occupations in Canada (Blishen, Cm05  & 

Moore, 1987) indicated some heterogeneity and is presented dong with other 

demographic and scfeeniug information of the subjecîs in Table 3.2. 



To reduce potentiai codounding by imlividual diaerences in productive language 

facility, cchildren's verbal abiiities were screened using the Wechsler Preschool and Primary 

Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI, Vocabulq sub-tee Wechsler., 1967). Four of the 28 

4-year-olds (14%), and two of the 23 6-year-olds (9%) had scaled scores that feu 

outside the average ninge (Le., 41 and >12). These six chüdren were eliminated fkom the 

study. The remahkg children, 24 4-year-olds and 21 6-year-oIds with average verbal 

ability, compnsed the final subject pool. 

Table 3 -2 

CatlCaSian(3) 
Caucasian(4) 
Caucasian(4) 
A k  Canadian(1) 
As. Canadian(1) 

* estimateci employment incorne bascd upon occupational titîe-low. one standmi deviation klow the 
mean; mid: within one standard deviaîîon h m  the hi: one standard dwiation above the mean; 
iinknowxx unable to determine 
** Ak=Afiicao, As.= Asian 



In addition to verbal utterances, chifdren wmmuILicate their thoughts and feeüngs 

through their play actions and other non-verbal cues such as eye gaze, gestures, and facial 

expressions. Often, these more subtle forms of communication are helpIùl to the 

researcher in clarifying, interpreting, and validating the childrenfs' intended meaning. 

Audio-taping does not capture these aspects; thus, the researcher opted to videotape the 

chüdren. A video-camera (Hitachi VHS CCDII, Madel No-VM-3270A), conspicuousIy 

mounted on a tri-pod and directed by the researcher, was used to Mdeotape the children 

during the data coliection phase of the study. 

Play Materials 

Both theoretical and practicai considerations formed the basis for toy selection in 

this study. An empiricai study by Matthews (1977) identifid six modes of transformation 

facilitating a qualitative shift &om reality play to fanîasy play within preschool chiidren 

(Appendix D). The first three modes were labeled merial transfogmtional m o d e  

whereby cbildren rely upon the physical or d e n t  qualities ofthe object, using these 

tangible feahires as the pivot or contextuai support to generate and maintain their fàntasy 

play. WhiIe participaMg in material fantasy play, children attribute to an object (i-e., toy) 

extraneous qualities not typidy associateci with that object, thereby trslllsforming it into 

something else. Supporting Piaget's (1962) and Vygotsky% (1978) theoreticai stance that 

children increasingly differentiate between an object's physical characteristics and its 

assigneci meaning 4 t h  age, Matthews (1977) found that, with advanced age, children 

become increasingiy capable of transcendig the physical features of the object, reiying 

upon ideas or mental images in generating and sustainhg their fmtasy play. Because the 



actual referent is intangiile, or not imrnediately present to the physical senses, Matthews 

(1977) labeied these la& three modes characterizhg older childreds fan* play as 

ideaaonal trand- m m o d e s  The toys selected for use in this study attempted to 

elicit and access these material versus ideationai fantasy play modes. To achieve this end, 

toys were chosen ffom the structureci (Le., high support) and unstructured fie., low 

support) extremes of Johnson, Christie, and Yawkey's (1987) Continuum on Toy 

Structure pigure 2.1). 

During the initiai tour of the child-care kilities, the researcher noted that each 

center possessed different toys. To assure toy consistency and reduce the variability 

introduced into the data by the use of different toys, the researcher purchased and 

manudy transporteci toys between the various centers. Thus, in addition to toy m a t d  

consistency, ease of portabiiity was another major criterion for toy selection Lastly, to 

reduce potential confounding by toy novelty or toy preference, toys that aü the cbddren 

were likely to have encountered in their daiiy activities, and those that were gender 

neutmi, were selected in fkvor of those that may be l e s  famiiiar or preferred by one or the 

other gender. 

As previously mentioned, low support toys have iittle inherent detailing and are the 

Ieast s p d c  in their use (Johnson, Christie, & Yawkey, 1987). Due to the more abstract 

nature of these top, children are thought to rely upon interna1 ideas, and not the d e n t  

features of the top, to generate their fantasy narratives. The low support toys used in this 

study were srnali wooden blocks of various geometnc shapes (approximately 1 " to 3" in 

size) and primary colors (Le,, red, blue, green, yeiiow). 



Unüke the low support toys hi@ support toys are d d e d ,  redistic replicas and 

tend to direct the play theme, drawing upon M a r  routines and knowledge that children 

encounter in their eweryday lives. The high support toys used in this study encourageci the 

children to enact such a cornmon-pIace, scripteci ment: visiting the doctor. Included in 

these toys were 2 white smocks, 2 dolls (one of each gender), 4 receiving blankets (2 

green, 2 white), 3 sets of doii-sïzed pajarna'q a baby bomet, and 2 Fisher Price medical 

kits, each containhg a stethoscope, reflex testing instrument, eydear examiner, syringe, 

and themorneter. In addition, a blood pressure gauge, kidney-shaped medicine dispenser 

tray, box of plastic bandages, cast, 2 vitamin bottles, 1 bottle ofchildren's Tylenol, a via1 

of prescription medicine (ali empty), a pair of black, plastic glasses, and an eye chart were 

included. AU the medical instruments were made of durable, sturdy plastic to withstand 

the animated play of the children. 

Procedure 

. . 

To reduce possible disruption of the play scemuio by other children, staff, etc., a 

separate room w i t b  each child-care facility was selected for the data coilection to take 

place. To minimize possible confounding by toy novelty, and to fdarize  the children 

with the experimenter and the experimental playroom, the researcher instituted the 

following procedure prior to formai data gathering: (1) in the presence of the researcher, 

who assuned an infiornai and non-directive participatory role, the children played with the 

experirnental toys in their ~ w m m  over three consecutive play sessions for 



approximately 2 hours at a tirne, (2) in the presence of the researcher and the videotape 

equipment, the children played with the same toys in the em>enmentaloom over two 

consecutive play sessions, and (3) encouraging the children to actively explore the 

experimental playroom and recording equipment, and responding to the chiIdrenis 

concerns or queries regarding the study and their role within it. 

To encourage a sense of cornfort and reduce aoxiety levels in the children, the 

researcher attempted to keep the routine for each center predictable and consistent, 

attendhg each center on the same day, at the same tirne, and for the same period of tirne. 

Not ali the chiidren participating in the study questioned the researcher's presence or 

purpose within their child-care faciliv, thecefore, the week pnor to formai data gatherhg 

the researcher, using age appropriate language, explained to the children, as iiiustrated in 

the foiIowing passage, the purpose of the study and their role within it, and answered any 

questions or concenis expresseci by the chiIdren: 

"Your parents have said îhat it's okay for me to watch you and videotape you 

while you're playing with one of your fkiends. Watching you helps me leam 

what kids do and say when they play. I may have to show the videotape to other 

grown-ups at my school so they c m  leam how you play, too. Next week when we 

corne back to this playroom, there will be some toys to play with, either the blocks 

or the doctor toys. The week der  that 1 wiii bring the other set of toys to play 

with. You wiii aii have a chance to play with each set of toys before our time 

together is up. After playhg with the toys, you wiii do an activity that most kids 



enjoy. Ifyou dont feel Ne coming to play with the toys that day or do the 

activity, tbat's okay. Wel  try it again another day. Do you have aay questions?" 

Most of the children expressed their exciternent about being specially selected to 

teach adults what play was al1 about and were generally very cooperative throughout the 

study. Ody one 4-year-old child, during the second week of the data gathering, refusecl to 

corne to the playroom and play with the toys. As weli, one 4-year-old and one 6-year-01d 

refiised a second attempt at the storyteiiing activity &er they failed to produce one the 

first tirne around. 

Pre~aratorv Ph= 

Pilot SQ& 

The researcher completed two pilot studies before commencing data collection tu 

iden* and correct potential wealmesses within the study's research design and 

adminisiration. Two 4-year-olds and two 6-year-olds participateci in each pilot. The 

chiltiren were video-taped piaying or telling a story with theu same-aged playmate. As a 

result of the these pilots, some minor revisions and adjustments were made to the 

instructions isfued to the children, the amount of verbal participation reqWred by the 

researcher, and to the lengh of the tirne that the children were being videotaped. In 

addition, a major revision to the administration of the formai storyteihg task was deemed 

necessary. 

During the pilots, several difEdties emerged with regard to the instructions that 

were issued to the children. It was apparent that, because the children wanted to begin 

piaying with the toys immediateiy, the instructions needed to be extremely brief and 



outline only the basics of what was required of them. As well, to maintain a sense of 

fieedom and spontaneity in their play while continuhg to ensure the d e t y  of ail the 

children and prevent intentional damage to the toys, expectations and limits had to be 

clearly stated, yet minimal. In addition, the pilot studies indicated that the children, 

particularly the younger ones, ofken played for long stretches of time without any 

accompanying speech, m a h g  it extremely difEcult for the researcher to follow or 

understand what was happening in their play. Thus, the pIay instructions issued to the 

children at the start of their play were modifed to encourage the children to verbaiiy 

express their thoughts and explain their actions. As weU, as a reminder to those children 

who played for a length oftirne without speaking, it becarne obvious that these 

instructions needed to be re-issued on occasion throughout the play session. Verbal 

prompts by the researcher were also required to clai.@ the intendeci meaning of the play 

being verbaily or non-verbaiiy conveyed by the cbiidren (e.g., "Did you say that your baby 

had an earache?"), to redirect the cbildren back to the play situation iftheir attention was 

disrupted by events occurring outside the immediate play setting (e-g., telephone ringhg 

outside the playroom, toilet's flushing), and to restate behaviorai limits (e-g., "Rernember 

not to hurt each other with the toys"). However, with the exception of the limit-setthg, 

the researcher attempted to keep the verbal prompts to a minimum and as non-directive as 

possible to continue to preserve a sense of comfort, spontaneity, enjoyrnent, and fieedom 

of expression w i t h  the children's play. 

In addition to these revisions, the researcher discovered, during the pilot studies 

and the familiarizahon phase of the present study, tbat many of the chikiren required a 



warminm period at the onset of th& play. This m o d  play (Iabeled as such by the 

researcher because it represented the transition fiom the children's regular playroom to the 

experimer~tai playroom) was characterized by d exploration and manipulation of 

toys. and by the chiIdrenls active attempts to establish a sense of cornfort with their play 

partner, the play surroundings, the video-equipment, and the researcherk undivided 

attention- Typidy. transitional play was las spontaneous, more se~conscious, and 

directed toward the seif(i.e., less sacially interactive). Although there was individuai 

variation in how quickly the cbildren acbieved a certain cornfort leveI, usuaiIy fhe minutes 

was dlicient for most of the children to relax and becurne engrossed with the toys and 

their play parnier. This brief period of awkwardaess and discornfort seemed to occur 

regardless as to how familar the children were with the situation. It may be that the 

change in routine precipitated a momentay state of discodort and anxiety. In addition to 

incorporahg a %mimite wann-up period into the study's design, the researcher 

discovered that 10 minutes of sustained play after the transitional play was sufncient for 

obtaining an adequate representation of their fmtasy play. Because the chiidren's choie 

of play materials was resnicted, and the size of the designated play area was confined by 

the field width of the video-camera's view-fmder, the children appeared to become quickly 

bord and inattentive with play sessions l a s ~ g  longer than 10 minutes. Thus the length 

of the videotaped play sessions were reset fiom 20 to 15 minutes to reduce the risk of this 

ocCuKing. 

Lastly, the researcher made revisions regardhg the administration of the formal 

storyteIling condition. Iaitiaily, the researcher's intention was to have the children tefi a 



story togetha. However, it was won evident, fiom the first pilot study, tbat this mutual 

storytehg was connisiag to the children, as illustrateci by th& increased agitation and 

distraction and very lit& storyîehg8 In the second pilot, the instructions were issued 

individwiiy with much better r d t s .  Thus, the cbange to the administration of the formai 

storytehg condition (nom dyadic to solitary storytehg) was incorporated into the 

present design. 

During the data gathering phase ofthe study, the chiidren participatexi in each one 

of the foiiowing assigned experimental tasks over three consecutive sessions: (1) the high 

support play ta& (2) the Iow support play task, (3) the high support sîoryteUing ta* and 

(4) the low support storyteüing tsisk. Maintainhg a sense of dort and decreasing 

performance anxiety in the children was of paramount conwm and a necessary requisite 

for optimal performance; thmefore, one play task always preceded the two storytelling 

tasks. The last of the three data ga the~g  sessions was primarily reserved for those 

children who had mis& a previously scheduied session or required a second attempt at 

the storyteiiing tasks. To reduce possibie confounding by order of treatment presentation, 

each chiId-care facility was randomly assigned a dinerent task order (see Appendix E). 

Three of the six child-are center's participateci in the low support play task W. The 

remainder of the centers had the high support play task first. 

Prior to participahg in the experimental tasks, each child was assigned a personai 

identification wmber and then sequentidy paired with motber same-qd participant 

within their cbild-care center. For example, child #1 was paired with child # 2, child #3 



was paired with child #4 and so on, totaling ten dyads within each age group aaoss the six 

centers. This dyad w& assÏped to one of the play conditions. As we& one chiid of each 

play dyad was randomIy selected to cornpiete the storyteiling tasks for that partiCUIar data 

gaîhering session. Each child was then randody re-assigneci a new play partner for the 

second session. nie child who had not been previously compieted the formal storytelling 

tasks did them in the second data gathering sessio~~ For those centers with uneven 

numbers of cMdnm participating in the study, one child was randomly selected to m e  as 

an extra and be a substitute if an assigneci child was unable or unwilling to participate that 

session. 

Data G a t h e r i q g m  

PI- tasks. 

.. . 
Upon completion of the preceding preparatory and f-tion phases, formai 

data gathering wmmenced and continued over three conseaitive sessions. Each play dyad 

was escorted by the researcher to the experirnental playroorn To keep both children 

within the visuai field of the video-camera's view-finder at any given time, they were 

instnicted to stay within the confines of a taped 6' x 8' area. The video-camera was set up 

on a tripod approximately 8-10 feet fiom the designated play area. Beside the camera was 

a chair that the researcher sat on while operating the carnera and taking ongoing 

observation notes duriag the children9s play and formai storyîebg. 

Foflowing the treatrnent order schedule (Appendix E), either the low support (e.g., 

wooden blocks) or hi@ support (e.g., doctor toys) play materials were laid out, prior to 

the children's arrivai in the playroom, dong the outer edge of the tape closest to the 



video-camera to encourage the chüdren to Gice the camera whüe playing. The blocks 

were piled towards the micidie of the tape's edge. The medical props were organized in a 

semi-circie fiom le& to right in the following order: (1) doctor smocks, (2) blankets, 

pajamas, bonnets, (3) dolls, (4) medical Iàts - open and showing contents, and (5) an 

eye-chart. 

Mer rerninding the dyad to stay witbin the taped play area, the researcher issued 

the foiiowing instructions : 

"Play with the toys any way you waat but be carefùl not to hurt each other or the 

toys. Try and tell me what yaulre doing and thinking when you play so 1 

understand wbat's happening. " 

Each pair of children was videotaped for 15 minutes in the play sessions. The researcher 

attempted to maintain a non-direcfive, non-intrusive, observer role throughout the play 

session For example, ifthe children sought the researcher's opinion or active involvernent 

in their play, the experimenter responded with Vhat do you think?" or "1 can't play with 

you because 1 have to nin the video-camera and take notes." However, as mentioned 

previously witbin the pilot study discussion, it was necessay, at times, to clarify what the 

children were saying or doing to accuateiy interpret the content of their play. This was 

especially the case for the younger children whose speech was less clear and ofien difncuit 

to understand. As weli, the researcher issued prompts to redirect the children back to the 

play situation, or to remind them of acceptable behaviord limits within their play. Except 

in these particular c i r m c e s ,  ihe researcher's involvement was deliberately kept at a 

minimum to encourage the childrenk play to be as natural and spontaneous as possiile. 



Five minutes prior to the end of the play session, the children were infonned that 

they had five minutes lefi to play. This t h e  notice was included to give them the 

oppominity to bring sansfactory closure to their m e n t  play scenario, or to play with toys 

that they had not yet had the opportunity to play wah. FoUowing the study's assigned task 

order, at the end of the play session one child returned to his or her reguIar piayroom and 

the other child remaineci behind to complete the formai storytehg tasks. 

The second data gathering session, the newiy assigned peer dyad played with the 

toy condition that had not been assigned the preceding week The same instructions and 

procedure were adhered to as discussed above. Foilowing the play, the child who had not 

completed the stoqtehg tasks in the first session remained behind to complete them in 

the second session. 

ormal storvt- 

Mer complethg the play task, the child remaining in the experimentd playroom 

completed the two storyteiling tasks. The researcher desigaed the storytehg prompts to 

pardel the inherent support (or lack thereof) of the two toy tasks. The high support 

storytelling task contained a p a t e r  degree of interna1 detailing and referenced characters 

cornmonly encountered in childrenls literature. The low support story task had very littie 

supportive detailing; thus, the chiidren had to generate a story in the relative absence of 

any contextual cues with which to guide them. In the storytelling experimental condition, 

the children were instnicted to: 

(a) "TeU me a story about a boy and a wolf: Try and tell the best story that you 

can. " 



(b) "Tell me any story you want to. Try and tel the best story you caa" 

There was a risk, when switching nom the play to the stoqtehg tasks, and fkom 

sharing the researchds attention with a peer to king  the sole focus, that the chüdren 

wouid experience a ce& degree of armiety that could detrimentaliy a f f i  their 

performance in the stoqtelling tasks. T'us, the hdings wouid be an artifhct of the switch 

itselfrather than the experimentai tasks. This is paftidarly probiematic for the younger 

children who may not have a cognitive fhmework in place for interpreting such a radid 

change in task demands. To alleviate this risk somewhaî, and to maintain a degree of 

consistency, the researcber administered the stoqtehg instruction with the 

of inherent as the preceding play task to the child fim, and the dissimilar (Le., to 

the play ta&) stoqrtelling task 1 s t .  For example, after the child had played in the low 

support toy tasic, he or she was issued the low support story prompt, then the high support 

story prompt. Similady, a child who had played in the high support toy task was given the 

high support stoqtehg instruction, then the low support stolytelling prompt. 

The children were videotaped orally m t i n g  their stories. The instructions were 

repeated again ifthe children hesitated or appeared to be having difndty generating a 

story. During the storyteliing, the experimenter assumeci a non-directive role except to 

restate the childrenk undear utterances, or to clarify the specific parameters of the task. 

For example, &er listening to the boy/woifstoryteIling instruction, some children insisted 

they had not seen that movie yet, and so could not do the task that was required of them. 

In this circumstance, the experimenter assu~ed them that the story did not have to be 

something he or she had read or seen on a movie before; rather, it could be a story that 



was made up. Ifa cMd was unable to generate a story on the first attempt, a second 

opportunity was &en the following week For a summary of the children's storytehg 

attempts, refer to Table 3.3. Ifthe child paused for longer than 20 seconds a f k  staning 

the task, the atperhmter co&rned whether the child considered the task complae by 

inquiring "1s that the end of your story?" Ifthe chiid nodded or verbally responded "yes" 

to this question, the next storyteiling prompt was issued. Mer completing the two story 

tasks, the child was taken back to his or her reguiar daycare playroom and the next dyad 

was brought to the study playroom for the play task This process continued mtil each 

child in the treatment presentation schedule had participateci in his or her assigned play and 

storyteIling tasks. 

Table 3.3 

Storytelling Atterrlpts by 4- and 6-Year-Olds on Formal Storytelling Task 

*ody one age group represented at these centers 
** scored as Med attempt whcn the child Wed ta produce a story after two attempts 

Data Transcription P b  . . 



M y  play segments adhering to the following definitional parameters were 

transcribed and analyzed to Berentiate narrative accounts tiom other forms of orai 

discourse within the children's play. Narrative was operationalized as a "sequence of 

clauses which contain at least one temporal juncture" W o v  & Waietzlqr, 1967, p. 28) 

and a reference to one or more of the followiag elements: (1) a tirne, location, or 

character, (2) a problem that is encountered, (3) direct (e.g., "This is bad") or indirect 

(cg., pause, r a i d  voice) commentaq on the action that is occucfing, and (4) an attempt 

to solve the problem (Labov & Wdetsky, 1967). Matthew's (1977) ideatiod and 

materid fmtasy play modes, in addition to reinforcing Labov and Waletzky's narrative 

criteria, served as a supplemental instnunent for distinguishing narrative fiom 

non-narrative content within the children's play. Thus, those play segments that included 

an aîtriiution of (a) a new identity to an object, @) a fiuictional property to an object, (c) 

human or h g  characteristics or fùnctions to an object, or reference to (d) materials not 

existing within the immediate play context, (e) situations not existing within the present 

play situation, and (f) active portrayai or enactment of character d e s  or qudties, were 

also transcribed and scored. In addition, the researcher transcribed the conversation 

between the children whule trying to negotiate a mutual understanding and ammon point 

of reference for the story to be enacteci, and made written notes of any accompanying play 

actions (e-g., iistening to doll's chea with the stethoscope), and non-verbal cues (e-g., 

gestures, changes in vocal intonation). As mentioned previously, this additionai 

information assists the researcher to interpet, mon accurately, the children's intended 



meaning. As well, these mes were usefbl in the later scoring of the namathes, seMng to 

broaden the focus, and set it within a wntext that eased the identification of specific 

structurai elements in the stories. 

The narratives recounted by the children in the stoqtebg tasks were t r s i n s c r i i  

using the same operational criteria as the play tasks. In addition to the story kif, the 

researcher transcn%ed the recordeci conversation between the researcher and the children 

negotiating and c1-g the terms of the task, and any accompanyïng non-verbal actions 

(e-g., eye gaze, gestures, pacing) and linguistic mes (e.g., changes in vocal intonation or 

speech patterns). 

Prior to scoring the narrative transcriptions, the researcher separated the 

transcribed discourse by fPPiE. While traascniig the play data, the researcher reaiized 

that the children ofien interwove many different stories at any given tirne. As weii, during 

the story task, some children changeci the focus oftheir stories midstream. These 

enmeshed stories and abrupt topic changes within the ta& made it extrernely d E d t  to 

distinguish where one story ended and auother began. Thus, to separate each narrative 

account as a distinct story unit, the researcher deemed those narrative chunks or segments 

that were causaily, referentially, or tempordy iinked (McKeough, 1986) tu a common 

topic as wnstituting a single narrative account. For exampIe, ail the States, actions, 

events, and characters associated with the chiidren's discussion around a pretend visit to a 

fbm were considered a complete nanative account. AlternateIy, if one child attempted to 



direct the story away fiom the fhm by introduciag a new setting (e.g., the ocean), or 

character (e-g., shark) that was not linked to the farm story in some way, the researcher 

considered this a topic shift, and classified the ocedshark scenario a s  a new story- All 

the stories within the chikiren's play were scored for structurai content. One 4-year-old 

child told two stories in one of the storytehg tasks. In this particular case, only the first 

story was scored- 

Mer  complethg the narrative transcriptions, and separatiug them into cornplete 

narrative accounts, two scoring instruments, emphasiàng ciiffernt aspects of children's 

narrative discourse, were selected to target s p d c  stmcturai elements within the stories. 

Plot level was scored using an modifieci version (Davis, 1992; Howard, 1994) of 

McKeough's (1986) Plot Structure Scoring Scheme. Narrative voice was scored using an 

adapted version of Wolfand Hicks (1989) Inter-textual Scoring Criteria The modifiecl 

scoring criteria, and the rationale for modifying the structural scorhg insauments, is 

discussed in conjunction with the resuits of the study in Chapter 4. 

K e o w o t  stnicbue scorin~ 

McKeough's (1986) developmentally bas4 scoring critena are hierarchical in 

nature, examining the interna1 content of the children's narratives for the presence or 

absence of specific st~cturd features. McKeough's scoring scheme is unique in that it 

highlights the children's movement fiom action-based (Le., event description) to 

intention-based (Le., piotted episode) namative structure. Recall fiom the previous 

chapter that this movement into an intentional story structure occurs at approhtely six 

years of age. 



Each subsequent level in McKeough's (1986) scoring inSriniment incorporates 

developmentally advanced story components, with the assigned level representing the 

highest level achieved by the child (Figure 3.1). Because this shuiy is ewmining the 

narratives of 4- and dyear-olds with average or typical productive language abiiity, most 

of children's narrative productions for this study should âi1l withm levels O to 2, which is 

characteristic of children at these aga (McKeough, 1986, 1992). The built-in, vertical 

structure of McKeough's (1986) scoring scheme maps on to Case's (1992) neo-Piagetian 

stage theory, whereby narrative invariably progresses in a sequential mamer through a 

series of age-related leveis, and the progression nom one level to the next reflects a 

growth in the nurnber of working memory units tbat are available. 

As mentioned previously, each chüd was assigned the bighest level achieved 

depending upon the presence of specific structurai elements. This was a fiurly 

straightfomard procedure for the solitary storytelling condition. However, in the play 

tasks, the stories were CO-constructed between two children and there was often more 

than one story to assign a level to. In this circumstance, the researcher assigned an 

average plot level score to both the children. For exampie, ifthe cbildren told three 

stones and two of the stories were at Level1, and the other story was at Level2, each 

chiid would be assignesi a Lwel1.33 (Level 1 + Level 1 + Level2 1 3 [total nmber of 

narratives] = 1.33). These plot scores were entered onto a spreadsheet and then subjected 

to inferentiai statisticai analyses using SPSS (1990) Statistical Soffware. 

Wolf and Hicks inte l *  . . r-textud sconqg cnt- 

Although Wolfand Hicks (1989) did not discount the dwelopmental nature of 



98@ Plot Structure S c o n i i p S c h ~  

( ~ o e s  the story have a sequace of events 1 
that are temporayI caudY, or referentially 
related and that occur exclusively in the 
lphysical worid of action and events? 1 

(DOS the story include explicit or irnplicit 1 
reference to the mental states that motivate 
action in the physical world? 1s there a 

1 problem that is irnmediately resolved? 1 

( ~ o e s  the stocy have a problem, a series of ) 
fded attempts or complicatiom, folowed 
by a resolution, such that additional mental 
dates are mentioned or implied? 

Does one impediment have more 
significance than the others, thereby also C 
broadening the characters' intentions? 1s the 
irnpediment dealt with in the outcome, with 

1 the redt that the resolution bas a 1 
(welI-plannecl feeling? 1 



children's narrative productions, they emphasired subtle a e r - t e a  st~~cturai  variation 

within chiIdrenls stories. WoIfand Hicks' (1989) scoruig scheme (see Figure 3.2) has a 

horizontal structure whereby the interweaWlg of the various lines, strands, or voices 

within the text are examined in detail to discover how children manipulate the texî to 

convey pertinent information to their audience. This s c o ~ g  instrument was chosen 

because it attempts to unravel the dynamic and interactive nature or process ofchildren's 

narrative productio~~, This disentangling of the various voices within the text is 

accomplished by breaking each narrative account into separate clauses (defined as a unit 

containhg a predicate) and coding each clause as representative of the stage managing, 

character dialogue, or narrative voice. Both linguistic (e-g., speech patterns, changes in 

vocal intonation, pronominal foxm) and visual aies Çi.e., eye gaze) are used to determine 

what voice the children are using. For example, if the children's attention is directeci away 

firom the play situation and k e d  upon the experirnenter or surrounding objects, and theü 

play utterances marked by the first or second (Le., I, we, you) pronominal referential 

system characteristic of joint coUaboraîion or negotiation, these clauses are coded as 

occurring in the v k .  When the utterances are primarily first person, 

marked with distinctive pitches and rhythms, and attention is focused toward the play 

objects, clauses are coded as occuning in the -e voie- Lastly, clause units are 

classified in the narrative voiq when the children's attention is focused on the play objects, 

but the verbal utterances are characterized by the third person (e-g., she, he, it, they, 

sorneone, everyone) pronominal referential system 



Figure 3 -2 

r 
ïs attention dirraed away ftmthe togs or pïay 
situation, focusedinsteadonexternal 
s u f l p n n d u i g s , p l a y ~ O r ~ w i t h  
utteranccs marked by the 1.-pu forms 
characteristic of joint collaboration or oegotiation? 

attention focused primarily on the top or play 
with verbai uüaams amded primarily 

in the third person at normal pitch levek, 
- o d y  madced by the deli'berate rhythms of NARRATNE VOICE 

storytebg or a heQhtCIied sing-song voiœ? 



The narrative ciauses fbr each voice were sumrned and, to standardize scores 

across the stoiyteihg and play tasks, dnrided into the number of stories produced in that 

specific experimental condition (see Appendk F for inter-textuai scothg protocol). The 

resuitant value was assigned to the child. Similar to the plot b e l  scoring, each chiid in 

the play dyad was assigned the same score for the CO-constructeci play narratives. The 

standardized raw scores were then entered onto a spreadsheet and subjected to descriptive 

and iderentiai statisticai analyses using SPSS (1990) Statistical Software. 

Siinimanr 

Bnefly, to summarize, 21 6-year-olds and 24 4-year-olds recruited corn six 

chiid-care centers within a large urban ceater in Western Canada participateci in a 

within-subjects experimental study cornparhg the structural elements of children's stones 

in the presence of hi& versus low support toys and storyteUing prompts. The narrative 

content of the children's videotaped utterances, dong with accompanying non-verbal 

actions and linguistic cues, was subsequently transcriied and scored. The two instniments 

used in the scoring accentuated ciiffiment structural elements within the children's narrative 

accounts and the dynamic and deveiopmental process of children's storyielling. Lady, 

due to potential interdependencies between the age of the children, the type of task 

(formal storyteliing versus fântasy play), and the levei of inherent support (hi& versus 

low), these structural scores were subjected to a senes of mdîivariate analyses. 



Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

The generai purpose ofthis study was to examiney more thoroughlyy the contexts 

that support the emergence of narrative in young chiidren and to clarify the potentiai iïnk 

that exists between their fàntasy play and storyteliing activities- More specifically, this 

study attempted to address, by nnalyzing the structural elements of these two 

rneaning-making activitiesy the foiiowiDg research questions: (a) Are chiidren"s narrative 

productions affected by the type of meanhg-making activity in which they participate? (b) 

Are their storïes infiuenced by the degree of inherent task support or detailing? and (c) 

Are there deve~o~rnentd ciiffierences in how children make sense of their experiences and 

use îhe wntexîual mes available to them? 

Two instruments were selected, measuring different stnictwal aspects of childrenls 

narrative and fantasy play, to capture the dynamic, cornplex, muiti-dimensional essence of 

these-meaning making activities. In addition to niodifi~ations to the scoring systems, the 

resdts of the analyses for each of the two dependent measures - plot level and narrative 

voice - will be reviewed and discussed in relation to the three independent variables: age 

(4- versus 6-years-old), type of tasic (htasy play versus formal storytehg), and levd of 

interna1 support (hi& versus low). Firstiy, an d y s i s  of plot level (McKeough, 1986) 

using a developmentally-based scoring system that maps onto Case's (1992) stage-related, 

neo-Piagetian theory of cognitive development, was used. This scoring system dows us 



tu trace chiIdren's movement f h o m  simple, action-based event descriptions to more 

cornpiex, intentionaily-onenteci, plotted namative aaccunts. Following that, the various 

voices children deftly manipulate as they move fiom namitor, to participant, to observer 

role or stance (Britton, 1982) was examineci. However, before presenting the hdings of 

these two analyses7 an explaaation regardhg modificatiom made to the original scoring 

schemes for the two dependent measures - plot level and inter-textual voice - is required. 

Scoring Cnteria Modifications 

It was apparent to the researcher a e r  an initiai scoring of the raw data using each 

of the aforementioned scoring instruments that adjustments to the scoring criteria was 

required. The scoring criteria were eithcr too broad or too vague, and they faiied to 

capture, accurately, the more subtle nuances of the children's narrative accounts. The 

following discussion outlines the specific changes made to each of the s c o ~ g  instruments. 

While scoring the children's narratives using McKeough's (1 986) measurement 

instrument, the researcher discovered that, * each Ievel, there appeared to be a great 

deal of variation in the degree of elaboration, or descriptive detailing embedded in the 

stories. FolIowing Davis (1992) and Howard (1994), the scoring system was revised to 

include a lean and an e m  sub-Ievd witbin each level to measure this more qualitative 

merence (Figure 4.1). Children were assigned a lem sub-lwel when the basic stoy 

elements were present (i.e., settins characters, the) for that partidar level, but there 

were no additional cornments made describing those story elements in more detail. 



Figure 4.1 

Modified Sconng Scheme for Plot Structure Level 
(adapted f h m  McKeough, 1986, Davis, 1992, & Howard, 1994) 
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Children were @en the elaborated designation if there was one or more descriptive details 

offered with regard to any of the story elements, or they included some, but not di, of the 

criteria fiom the more advanced piot feveL Examples fiom the children's narrative 

accounts will be used to üiustrate the distinction betweetl the sub-levels within each level. 

. h & Q  

A chiid was scored at this level when he or she referred to one or more of the 

foliowing elements: (a) setting, (b) time, (c) character, (d) referent object, or (e) function 

(Labov & Waletsky, 1967; Matthews, 1977)- 

Lean level O, 

If the child simply inuoduced the aforementioned narrative elements, offered no 

m e r  descriptive infomtion with regard to them, and made no attempt to tie them in 

with subsequent or ongoing story-lines, the narrative was assigned a lean sub-level (Le., 

Level Oa) and given a score of O. The following are some excerpts fiom the chiidren's 

stories illustrating narrative statements assigned a lean Level O designation: (a) "This is 

Mr. Bus", (b) "Once upon a tirne there was a book The end.", (c) "This is for slivers.", 

and (d) "Time for bedtime. " 

Elaborate level O, 

When the chiid offered more descriptive detailing, or ascribed a action to a 

reférent, the narrative was assignecl an elaborate sub-level (i-e., level Ob) and given a score 

of 0.5. Some examples inciude: (a) "Once upon a t h e  there was a boy and a wolf . The 

boy was going for a walk ...", (b) "I'm got a haircut. It's time for a haircut.", and (c) 

"There.. .a beautifùl d e . "  The first two examples ascribe an action to the main character 



in the story, The Iast example iilustrates the use of more descriptive detailing (Le,, 

beautifid) with regard to the seiihg of the story. 

LeveI 1 

Lean level 1. 

For a narrative to advance to a fean Level 1 (i-e., Levef la), there were jwo or 

more actions within the story that were temporaiiy, casually, or referentiaiiy linked, 

thereby forming an event sequence or episode. This story was scored a value of 1. Some 

examples include: (a) rxiok Let's put your necMace here. And let's bury it up.", and (b) 

"This is the motor .Ais  is the motor bike jump. This is where they practice to motorbike. 
. 

And we're making a whole city here." Each of these examples have more than one action 

ascribed to a single referent (Le., necMace, motor bike jump); therefore, these narrative 

segments were scoreci as lean sub-level 1 stories. 

If the child added further descriptive detailing, or implicitly or explicitly referred to 

a problem that was encountered, the narrative was assigned an elaborate rating (Le., Level 

1 b) and scored a vaiue of 1 S. The foiiowing examples illustrate the more elaborated 

Level 1 story: (a) T m  going ta make a cade ... and that's the water. There 1 go. Where's 

the witch, where are the witch?", and (b) "How 'bout let's pretend these babies were sic& 

'kay? Like ifyou have a wId. Like if you have like ..Alce asthma.-.you have a hart 

attack ... or a asthma attack you have to go (to the hospital), right?" The first example 

introduced a problern (i-e., Where is the witch?), but no resolution, therefore it was 

assigneci an elaborated Level 1 score. If a resolution had been included, this narrative 



advances to the next plot level: Level2. The last narrative not only stated a problem (i.e., 

the baby is sick), but it a h  hcluded additional descriptive information about what being 

sick entaïied (i-e., Wre adma or a heart attack); thus, this narrative was @en an elaborate 

Levei 1 score- 

Level2 

For a narrative to advance to Level2, -a problem was introduced and resolved with 

implicit or expticit reference to the interna1 mental states directhg the character's actions. 

Lean levet Z 

Ifthe basic elernents for Level2 were present (Le., problem, resoIution, mental 

state), the narrative was assigneci a lean level2 (Level2a) and swred a value of 2.0. The 

following example from the high support formal storyteiling task illustrates such a story: 

Kelsey: "Once upon a t h e  the boy and the wolf ran off. .. and...they went home 

and then wolf say 'Where is he, where is he?' I don't kuow. There's two of us for 

catching.' The boy ran home as fm as he could ... or he went in the leaves to bide. 

And he throws some leaves in the air and he went home. ..and.. .the wolf fowid hùn 

at Iast 'cause he knew where he lived and Teenan said 'He's not home.'.,.and 

he ... lefi-" 

This narrative account illustrates. clearty, the problem that the cizaracter encountered (the 

woif cannot find the boy), the mental state (i-e., implïcit reference to fear) the character 

experienced that drove the action (the boy nins home as f5st as he can and hides under the 

leaves), and the &al resotution to the problem (woifgoes to the boy's home to Gnd him 

and leaves ernpty-handed). 



- 
A narrative was assigned an eiaborated su&-level -el 2b) ifthere was fbrher 

elabmation, or if there were dt ipIe  probiem-resolution (P-R) structures linked together, 

with not one P-R assuming more importance than another. The following narrative 

between two children and the researcher fiom the high support play task Uustrates this 

sub-leveI: 

Observer: "What are you doing the& Jeany?" 

Jemy : "Putting the baby to bed- Baby dont want to go to sleep,..but it 

needs to. 'Cause it's nighttime ... Hey, 1 forgot to bmsh her teeth." 

JeE "How can you? Therels no toothbrush here." 

Jenn y: "No. Not for rd!"  

Jeff: "You're taking a very Iong time for to go to bed." 

Jenny : WOW she goes to bed ... 8:20:30." 

JeE "She looks very tired. " 

Jemy : "1 know but she doesn't want to go to bed." 

JeE "Her eyes are closed." 

Jenn y: "Weii, that's why 1 put her head d o m "  

This story accentuates the features that characterize and daborate Level2 story. It 

introduces a problem, with its accompanying mental state (it is baby's bedtirne but it 

doesn't want to go to bed), adds additional descriptive detailhg regarding the process of 

putting the baby to bed (forgetting to brush the baby's teeth, the specific tirne the baby 



gets to bed, and how tired the baby looks), and concludes with a molution to the problem 

@&y is put to bed). 

Jmel3 

Lean levd 3, 

A narrative was scored at this more advanced level if one of the P-R structures 

assumed a more significant role than the others, serving to wmplicate or impede the 

immediate resolution to the problem Ifthe story containeci these basic elements with no 

M e r  daboration, it was assignai a lean Level3 (Level3a) deSignation and scored a 

value of 3.0. There was no story within the transcri'bed data to iiiustrate this sub-level. 

Elaborate level3_. 

The foilowing example of an elaborate Level3 o v e 1  3b) story incorporaîed such 

a compIicating event, as well as provideci additional detailing regarding the action taking 

place within the story. 

Matthew: "Once upon a time there were two boys driving down the ro ad... Car1 

and Todd. When ... Todd was driving, Carl was listening to the radio. It was 

DIZW. And then a news flash came on There was a crazy man... he was escapeci 

from the assylo.' So they looked out the ...'... and he was seen to be spotted 

on ..,um... 6th street.' So they were driving dong 6th street. So they looked out 

the window and then..and Carl ... he saw him. So ... so then the car just 

stopped ... dead .... So Todd tried to start the car over and over again, and the guy 

got closer and closer. He had a hook hand. And when just he got his hook hand 

on the dmr the car started and they drove away. And d e n  they &ed on...at 



Todd's and Carl's house, Cari opened his door and the hook hand was right then 

on his door." 

The use of descriptive phrases (crazy man, hook hand) and more elaborate detaüing such 

as naming the characters (Todd, Cari), the radio station (CJZW), and the street addras 

(6th street), the addition of a complicating event (car just stopping dead) to the problem 

(the boy's see a man who had escaped fiom an asylwn), the s k .  selection and use of 

expressive words to build suspense and draw the iistener into the narrative with the chüd 

( M g  to start the car over and over, guy getting closer and doser), and the strong ending 

to the story (hook hand hanging on the car's door hande) justifies its piacement within the 

elhorate Level3 sub-levei. 

Adjustments were also made to the inter-textual voice scoruig scheme adapted 

fiom Wolfand Hick's (1989) to define, more cleariy, those features that distinguish the 

three voices - stage management, dialogue, and narrative - w i t b  the children's 

narratives. To accomplish this, more precise measurement criteria, guideci by Bntton's 

(1982) conception of narrative stance or perspective, was integrated into the original 

scoring scheme. The foilowiag discussion outtules the modifiexi scoring criteria for each 

narrative voice, and provides exampies illustrating its use. 

The researcher discovered, afler an initial scoring of narrative clauses w i t h  the 

children's stories, that it was difficult to determine when the cbildren were using the stage 

management voice venus the dialogue voice because both of these voices were encoded 



using the fïrst and second person p r o n o d  refirentd system (Le., I, yoy we, us). This 

was particuiariy problematic witbh the play narratives because the children continually 

moved in and out ofthe various voices. For srample, ifthe child said "Now, I'm going to 

dress the baby." he or she could be simply directing the observer or his or her play partner 

to an event that was taking place within the play scermio, in which case the child would 

be using the stage-management voice. Altemately, the child may have assumed a 

character role, that of caregiver, within the play scenario, in which case the 

clause would be scored in the dialogue voice, one of the identifjing criterion for the 

dialogue voice. These more ambiguous clauses, which did not appear to fit neatly into one 

particular voice category, were common throughout the children's narratives. Wolf and 

Hicks (1989) suggested the use of nomverbal aies to help dinerentiate these different 

voices; however, oîteatimes the non-verbal cues were obscure or nonexistent, making the 

process of accurately and consistently scorbg the verbal clauses dif]6dtt It was clear that 

more specific criteria was required to Merentate the stage management voice fiom the 

other two; thus, the researcher incorporated Britten's conception of executive stance and 

. * 
included more concrete operatiomi criteria in the form of dws~on d e s -  These decision 

niles were used in conjunction with non-verbal cues to better dis~guish the various 

voices within the children's stories. Thus, a clause was scored as a stage management 

voice when: 

(1) the child spoke primarily in the fist or second person, (e-g., I, you, we, us) 

(2) the chiid aaively shepherded the narrative events to their end by c l m g  

and negotiating the terms of the story much like the director of a movie, but ~ p t  



er roIe (e-g., M i :  'When it goes up to that dot that means you're 

really sick." Jodi begins to pump the blood pressure bulb. "Ohoh. You're reaiiy 

sick." Ricky: "i'm not sick!"); the first statement iodi made was scored as 

occurring within the stage mauagement voice because she was clari@ing and 

negotiating the terms of the play scenario fiom Dutside the story. The 

response fiom Ricky was scored in the stage management voice because, although 

Jodi had assigned a patient role to him, it was still unclear by his response whether 

he had assumed that role and entered into the story world with JO& or whether he 

still wished to negotiate the terms of the play scenario. However, when Jodi 

assumeci the doctor d e ,  as demonstrated by her actions (using the blood pressure 

gauge), her speech was encoded as occurring in the diaiogue voice. R e d  that 

this was one of the criterion (i-e., c)iild characta to be discussed in the next 

section) differentiating the dialogue voice fiom the other two voices. 

(3) the child replied to a Specifiç question directed to him or her, (e-g., The 

researcher, clarif'ying a comment made by the chiid, asks "It's a really big what?" to 

which the child imediately responds "It's a reaiiy big mail. ") In this instance, the 

child's reply was scored as occurring in the stage management voice because 

it foiiowed a specific question, and it was clarifjring the researcher's 

interpretation of the story. 

(4) the chiid asked a question, (e.g., "Where's my stethoscope?" or "Do we bave 

any stitches here?") 



(5) the child attempted to direct others attention to sometbhg that is 

happening (e-g., at this. .." or "Listen to this.. . ") 

(6) the child referred to hidher underlying cognitive process, (e.g., "Now I 

remember.", "1 think..", or "Let me think..") 

(7) the child accentuated the iilusory or pretend nature of an event, (e.g., "Let's 

pretend.. ." or Til just @e w th€ .  ") 

Dialogue Voice 

The modified criteria for the dialogue voice is somewhat sirnpler than that of the 

* .  
stage management voice. Incorporating Britten's (1982) particpnt stance into Wolf and 

Hicks (1989) S C O M ~  criteria for the dialogue voice enableci the researcher to distinguish, 

more consistently, this partinilar voice fiom the other two voices. The child was 

considered to be a participant within the story when he or she perfonned actions and 

speech c h c t e r k b g  a partiailar chamter role. Clauses were scored in the dialogue 

voice when the child acted either as a character or a character role. The following 

discussion and examples drsiwn fiom the cMdrenls stories highlights the distinction 

. . 
between -abcter and duid in ckgacter. 

Child as character, 

Child as character ocairred when a participant became completeiy immersed in the 

stories activities arid events. This entaiied declaring what he or she was doing much iike a 

story character thinking out loud, reporthg to another on a procedure, or performing 

certain actions and behaviors characterizhg a specific role or fùuction witbin the story. 



This ocairred primarily within the play tasks. Utterances made whüe the child was 

actively engaged in enacting a specific character role were coded as the dialogue 

voice. The foliowing story fkom the high support play task illustrates the a 
character: 

Jordan: "Th giving her vitamins @retends to take some medicine fiom the bottle 

and puts it to the dors mouth). I'm gMng her a shot (holds syringe to 

doll's arm and presses the plmger). SheU have to have mediciae @uts 

thermometer to doil's am). Uh huh (reads thermometer). She's got.. -98. 

She's pretty good. She's doing pretty good." 

It was obvious from the chilci's accompanyllig actions that he had assumed a role, tbat of 

medical practitioner, wiwithui the story he was relatirig. Thus, the sequence of verbal 

clauses ftom the preceding example were scorexi as occurrhg in the dialogue voice and 

continueci to be scored as such as long as the child remained within that character role. 

However, children often slipped in and out of character, particularly within the 

play narratives. The foliowing examples nom the hi@ support play task illustrates tbïs 

phenornenon. The underscored te* followed by its brief explanation, highlight those 

actions recorded by the researcher as the children entered and left a character role. The 

bracketed text contains the narrative voice assigneci to the clause as well as the specific 

criteria deluieathg that assignment. 

Example 1 : 

Mary: "I'il be the doctor, okay?" (stage management; outside character role, 

phrased as question) 



Mary p i c k ~  stethoscope a n d  thm 0% John &s down on the 

çouch. M h q  goes to over to him. - entering cbaracter role 

Mary: "Okay. Whaî's the problem today?" (dialogue; within character role) 

John: "1 dont know. l1 (dialogue; within chc ter  role) 

Example 2: 

John petends to use & t w e ~ e r s  on Mary's knee. - entering character role 

John: "Teil me ifyoulre hurt, okay?" (dialogue; within character role) 

Mary: "It doesn't." (dialogue; within character role) 

John ~ p p s  what he is d o a .  - leavhg character role 

John: "Oh yek For pretend, okay?" (stage maaagement; outside character role, 

referring to iliusory nature of play) 

- .  
John m e s  actiorisgreteadiag to &g in Marv's knee with the tweezers. - 
entering character role 

John: "Does it hm?" (dialogue; within character role) 

Mary: "Uh hLh" 

Mary shakes her head in response to John's question. John stops and looks 

a Mary. - leaving character role 

John: "We're pretending!" (stage management; outside character role, referring to 

iUusory nature of play) 

The precediag examples illustrate how non-verbal aies (i-e., the children's actions) 

containeci within the play segments were key to determinhg whether the children had 

immersed or withdrawn themselves fiom a partidar cbaracter role. 





additional aiteria delineating the narrative voice. The storyteiier had assumeci the 

obsewer stance when he or she narrated the story's events fkom that of a distant spectator. 

Thus, wents were descriied in the third penon (e-g., they, it, he, she, someone, eweryone) 

fiom outside the story conte- as ifthe story had a Life ofits own and the child was simply 

a channe1 for relaying it. The followiag exampIes, the first drawn fiom the high suppofi 

play task and the second fkom the low support formai storytehg task, illustrates the child 

as an obsewer to the story's UIlf01ding events: 

Example 1 : 

C .  

Cody: "- 1s.. .is a cancer." (gaze directed to researcher) 

Researcher: "It's a gem fiom cancer." 

Cody: "Uh huh. So she have cancer. Can't stop it. Oh oh. She has onlv one 

blood cell le&'' (look at play partner) 

Researcher: "What's that, Cody?" 

Cody: "She has only one blood ceii left." (comment directed to researcher) 

Researcher: "She has only one blood ceil lefi." 

Cody : "Uh huh (affirms researchefs comment). And she's g ~ t  a ra&d&germ. 

That's h m  cancer. And it's al1 aver her. And one white blood ceII can't do 

that.. .Cmt wck lt al1 %'- - . 1 
. 

t can't.. .um save her fiom die: 

Example 2: 

Danny: "One d ed alon~r - and he 

when it was m e r  everybo&v locked th-rs and stuffand he c o u t  



So he made aplan so he 1-e m e r  e98$ on evervbodfs door and ri i~g the 

doorbells of weq&gdv and -e their selves and ~ k k e d  u e i r  m e r  

he ran awav after u . . u m .  .. oeoD...after he rgng the doorbell. And then 

d then.. . he said.. . he said Maybe next Easter I'U make up a new plan- Like 1 

could reverse it. They couid be the Easter Bunnies and 1 could have all the 

chocolates on my break. That's a good id=' (highec tone ofvoice) The end." 

With the exception of the non-underscoreci tex& the rest of the clauses in both of the 

examples above were scored as occurring in the mat ive  voice. Both chilclren were 

speaking fiom a perspective that was outside the story events that were taking place, and 

they signalecl this to the listerter by their liberal use of the third person pronominal 

referentid system. The non-underswred statement made by Cody in the first story was 

scored in the stage management voice because it was preceded by a question. R e d  that 

this is one of the decision d e s  delineating the stage management voice.. The 

non-underscored clauses in the second story were scored as occurrhg in the didogue 

voice because the child, by chmghg the tone of his voice, had stepped into the child in 

character participant role. 

Thus, to cl-, m e r ,  the various voices the children used in their stories, 

Britten's (1982) conception of narrative stance or perspective was integrated into Wolf& 

Hicks' (1989) inter-texhial scoring system, The modified scoring scheme is presented in 

Figure 4.2. 



Figure 4.2 

Modified Sm* Scheme for Inter-twal Vois 
(adapted h m  Wolf& Hicks, 1989, & Britten, 1982) 

the chüd assume a directonil \ 
Yes 

STAGE MANAGING VOICE 

Does the d 3 d  assume a participant 
stance in the story wïtù utterances 
encoded in the nnt 
person, often muked by distinctive 

Does the ehild w r m e  a spectator or 
observer stance, with verbai 

I utterances encoded prim;uily in the 
third person and i t  normd pitch 

1 leveis? I 
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Although the researcher attempted to niaultain a nondirective roIe in the children's 

storyteiiing, at times it was necessary to intervene to cl- the children's thoughts, 

actions, or verbal statements. This is generally true for young chiidren who ofken have 

speech that is ~UEcult to understand, and who are less inched to express themselves 

verbaliy. Howewer, the questions the researcher asked could have artïflcialiy increased the 

number of stage management clauses that the children used in their stories. It is possÏble 

that the chiidren would not have used as many of these clauses had the researcher not 

interfered, Thus, this intervention was a potential codound to the results of this study. 

To assess the impact of the researcher's queries on the children's stories, the 

researcher reMewed the tramcripts in each of the arpeximental tasks and, within each 

transcrîpt, identifieci explicit questions that were issued to elicit a clarifying response fkom 

the children. These queries were summed and divided into the total number of 

conversational tums (a conversational turn was defined as a comment or comments 

initiated and sustained by a participant) and the totai number of narratives (to standardize 

this average across the experimental tasks), and converted hto a more interpretable 

percentage by multiplyiug it by 100. This 6 . d  percentage was the value assigned each 

child participating in that transcri'bed account. Statistical findings regardhg observer 

queries foiiow the presentation and discussion of the plot Ievel and inter-textual voice 

resuits. 

Summary of Modifiecl Scoring Protocol 



From the precediag discussion, adjuments to the original scoring criteria for plot 

structure lwel (McKeough, 1986). and inter-textuai voice (Wolf& Hicks7 1989) served to 

capture subtleties within the childrenls stories, cl@ ambiguous or vague statements, and 

reduce scoring inconsistencies within each ofthese measurernent instruments. 

McKeough's s c o ~ g  criteria was expanded to inchde lean and elaborate sub-lwels within 

each plot structure level. In addition to incorporating more specific decision mies 

distinguishing the various narrative voices, Wolfand Hicks' scoring scheme was adjusted 

to integrate Britten's (1982) conception of narrative stance. Lastly, observer queries were 

scored to address its potentiai impact on children's narrative productions in each 

experimental condition. 

Statistical and Descriptive Analyses 

The researcher was interested in e x p l o ~ g  the effects of age (4- versus 

6-year-olds), task (story versus play), and support @igh versus low) on the structwal 

aspects @lot levei, inter-textual voice) of ctiirdrenk oral stories. The original intent of this 

within-subjects research design was for ail the childreri to participate in ali the 

experimental conditions. However, some of the chilcireri refuseci to participate in some of 

the tasks. As well, some of the scheduled children had sporadic or unpredictable 

attendance at dieir child-care center, making it dBiCUIt to collect the necessary data In 

these circumstances the designated "extra" child was used (recall from Chapter III that 

some centers had uneven numben of children, so one served as an extra). The children 

who participated in only one of the four expetùnental tasks were not included in the 

statistical analyses, leaving a final subjecî pool of 40 chüdren - 19 4-year-olds and 21 



6-year-olds - who pamcipated in two or more of the experinrental conditions. To 

simple the presentation of the findings, the descriptive and inrential analyses of plot 

levei and narrative voice, as dependent measures, are presented and discussed wîth regard 

to the three independent measures - age group, support levei, and type of task - in the 

following order: (1) plot level and (2) inter-textual or narrative voice. 

Before discussing the redts of the analyses, it is usefiil to review the research 

hypotheses based on the current theoreticai and empïrical literature. Re& that an 

age-related inmement in plot level structure had been found in children's stories, 

progressing h m  action-driven (Level 1) to intention-driven (Level2) episodes nom 4 to 

6 years of age (McKeough, 1986, 1992). Furthmore, these age differences were 

thought to be related to systern-wide consttaints in working memory or processing 

capacity (Case, 1992, McKeough, 1992). The ScientSc literature dso suggested that 

merences with regard to the amount of previous exposure or experience and the 

presence or absence of contextuai cues or supports also affected chitdrenls narrative 

performance. For example, younger chiIdren appeared to rely more heavily upon previous 

icnowledge and expezience (Seidman, 1983; Nelson & Seidmaa, 1984), and contexhiai 

support systems (Piaget, 1962; Vygotsky, 1978; Neumann, 197 1; Fein, 198 1) than older 

children. Moreover, previous studies have found structural parallels between children's 

play and storytehg narratives (Sach, Goldman, & Chaille, 1985; Eckler & Weinuiger, 

1989). Thus, the resmrcher hypothesized that the 4-y--olds, because they appeared to 

rely more heavily upon these contextual supports and scripted howledge, produce more 

structurally advanced stories in the high versus low support condition (stoiy prompt and 



toy), regardless of the task (formal storytehg versus fkntasy play). Alternately, it was 

hypothesized that the 6-year-oIds, because they appeared to rely more upon i n t d  ideas 

and mental images, produce more structwauy advanceci stones in the low support versus 

high support condition, regardless of the task. As weii, it was hypothesized that 

6-year-olds produce more stnicturally advaaced aories than the 4-year-olds. 

SPSS Statistical Software was used to d y z e  the structural data ( ie,  plot level 

narrative voice). To clarify and simpiify the analyses, these two structurai meaSuTes are 

discussed separately according to the three groupiag variables - age (4- versus 

6-years-old), support @igh versus low), and task (story versus play) - used in the 

MANOVA'S. FoIlowing this discussion, the results of the observer queries analysis are 

presented using the same organizational format as the structurai analyses. The descriptive 

statistics (means, standard deviations) are presented fit, followed by the inferentiai 

statistics. The alpha level for all the inferential analyses was set at -05. Given the 

potential interdependence between age, task, and support, mdtivariate analyses 

(MANOVA) were conducted. Signincant interaction effects in MANûVA were tested 

using the simple effects modei. 

E I Q L k d  

An inter-rater check using the new scorllig system for plot structure on 20% of the 

narratives randody selected âom each experimental condition (Le., high support story 

condition, low support story condition, high support play condition, low support play 

condition) for both age groups indicated an inter-rater reliability of 95.24%. 

Disagreements were resdved through disaission. 



The swred data for plot structure level was grouped according to age and 

analyzed across the task and support conditions. Due to some missing data, which 

resulted in a low number of participants for each ceil, a three way MANOVA was ded 

out in favor of 4 two way MANOVA's: 2 two way MANOVA'S (Age Group[4,6], 

Supportpgh, low]) within each task (story versus play), and 2 two way MANOVA's 

(Age Group[4,qy Task[story, play]) within each support level (hi@ versus low). 

The fist MANOVA procedure compared the high support play condition to the 

Iow support play condition. Because the MANOVA procedure eliminates any cases 

missing data and includes only wmplete cases of those variables it is comparing in its 

analysis, those children that participated in both of the aforementioned conditions were 

included in the analyses, whereas those that participated in ody one of these tasks were 

not. The means and standard deviations for the high support play condition of the 

included children were different from that of the high support play condition of the third 

MANOVA procedure (which compared the high support pIay condition to the high 

support storytelling condition) because some of children who had participated in ail the 

play conditions of the first MANOVA may not have completed the high support 

storyteiiing condition. These children are eliminated fiom the second analyses, thus 

causing the group means and standard dewiations to change. The reverse may also be the 

case. ChiIdren who were eliminated from the first andysis because they did not complete 

one of the tasks being compared are inchdeci in subsequwt d y s i s  ifthey complete all 

the tasks that specific analysis was addressing. For example, a 4-year-old chiId refiised to 

complete the high support storytelling task, but completed the remainder of the tasks. In 
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this circumstance, that case would be eliminated fiom two comparative W O V A  

anajyses: (1) the high versus low support fonnai stoxyteuing tasks, and (2) the high 

support stoxytehg versus high support play tasks. However, that child was included in 

the last two MANOVA'S cumparing the low support stoqrtelling versus the low support 

play tasks, and high support vasus low support play tasks. Thus, the Merent means and 

the standard deviations for the plot levei dyses  presented in the Table 4.1 reflect 

differing configurations of complete cases (subjects without missing data) on those 

variables being mea~u~ed and compared within each MANOVA produre. In short, there 

is more than one mean and standard deviation within each condition for each age group. 

Table 4.1 

Avewe Plot Level for 4-and 6-Ym-Olds bv Ta& 

*HS = High support, LS = Low support 
**Bracketd number = Number of Subjects (N) 

Statistid d y s e s  revealed a significant age effect between the high support and 

low support story (F[1,34] = 11.85, pS.002) tasks, and the low support play and 1ow 

support story task @[1,32] = 12.00, p1.002), ali in fàvor of the 6-year-olds, as shown in 

Table 4.2. Howwer, of more interest was the signifiant interaction between age and 
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support for the high and low support story task (F[1,34] = 5.14, p1.03), and between age 

and task for the low support play and story tasks (F[l, 321 = 12.06, =.001-). Subsequent 

anslyses, ushg the simple effkcts model, ofthe first signifiant interaction between age 

and support indicated that a signincant age eEect exïsted only within the low support 

storytehg condition (F[1, 341 = 22.00, ps.000 1; Table 4.3). This hding was similady 

supported by the simple &ects analysis of the second significant interaction between age 

and task (F[1,32] = 18.17, ~5.000 1). Thus, the 6-yearslds' plotted stories were 

significatltly higher than the 4-year-olds', but only in the low support story condition This 

hding only partidy supported the original hypotheses that the 6-year-olds produce 

higher level stories in the low support tasks (either story or play) and in cornparison to the 

4-year-olds . 

Table 4.2 

* .  Statistical Summarv of Plot Level MANOVA'S for i&g SWDOC and Task 

34 Age 
Task 
AgelTask 



Table 4-3 

HS/LSw=36) supp~rt 
DF(1,34) within Age 

Age within 
suppofi 

Task within 
A s  

Age within 
Task 

y . 0 5  
**HS = High support aory, LS = Low support story, LP = Low support play 
***Var = Independent variabie being examiLled 

There was a sinificant main effect for support (high versus low) for the 4- and 

6-year-olds within the play tasks (F[1,33] = 39.69, psûûol), suggesting that both groups 

produced higher level plotted stories in the high support vemis the Iow support play 

conditions. Figure 4.3 illustrates that a high level of support withui their play appeared to 

scaffiold the 4-year-olds up to a 6-year-old level (Le., M 2 ) ;  however, the 6-year-olds 

maintained an age appropriate level of pedionnance in the high support play condition. 

The si@cant support effect for the 6-year-olds in the play task was more a rdection of 

a decrease in stoxytehg performance, to that of a 4-year-oid leve!i, in the low support 

play condition. Coatrary to the significant support effect found within the play task there 

was no such main efféct found witbin the high and low support story tasks for the two age 

groups. However, a simple effms analysis of the significant interaction effect previously 

cited between age and support for the high versus low story support condition appeared to 

suggest that a sigaisant support effect existed for the 4-year-olds across the two story 



tasks (F[1,34] = 5.35, p1.027), with the 4-year-olds producing more advanced stories in 

the high support story condition, This 5ect was masked by the 6-year-olds' insimcant 

support effm for the two story tasks. 

Figure 4.3 

Plot k v e l  of 4-& 6-Year-Olds Across Tasia 

2.4 

In summary, the 4-year-olds produced significantly higher Ievel plotted Stones in 

both the high support story and high support play conditions, supporthg the orighd 

hypotheses. With the exception of the low support play condition, where they dropped to 

one level below what wouid be predicted by their age, the 6-year-olds maintainai 

age-appropriate performance. These hdings contracikt the researcher's hypotheses that 

the older cbildren produce more structurally advanced plotted stories in the low support 

versus high support task conditions. In fact, the 6-year-olds' narrative performance 

actudy declined to that of a 4-year-otd lwel in the low support play condition. 

There was no si-cant task effect between the high support tasks (hi& support 

play versus high support story)- However, there was a sigaisixnt main effect between the 

low support play and low support story tasks (F[1,32] = 19.65, ps0001), in favor of the 



low support story condition, These hdings suggested that both 

produced more süucturally advanaxi plotted stories in the low s 

than in the low support play condition However? subsequenî ana 

interaction effect using the simple effects mode1 suggested that tb 

applicable to the 6-year-olds (F[l, 321 = 33 -20, p5.0001). Thus, 

the 4-year-olds, produced more advanced stories in the low supp 

the low support play condition, reftting the original typothesis d 

produce higher lewel stories in the low support condition regard( 

and play). 

To summarize the fïndings related to plot lwel mering i 

support and type of task appeared to affect the plot level of the 4 

differently. Four-year-olds appeared to produce richer, more el 

accounts, approaching or achieving a 6-year-01d le* when a & 

detailing was present, regardles of the task The 6-yearslds' n?r 

more complex and less predictable, and contingent upon both tht 

and type of task Aithough they maintaineci a consistent, age-apl 

performance across both the high and low support story ta& m 

task the wmplexity of their stories dropped dramaticaly in the 1 

one plot level below what would be predicted by their age (to 

The 4-year-olds increase in performance to a 6-yearsld level in 

tasks, and the 6-year-olds drop to a 4-year-old level in low suppc 

only one signiscant main effect for age in this multivririate analy6 



support story condition, both age groups produced stories that were consistent with th& 

predicted level of hctioning, with the 6-yearslds producing stories with more advanced 

-chiral plots than the 4-year-olds. 

An imer-rater check ushg the moMd scoring scherne for inter-textual voices on 

20% of randody selected stories within each of the experimentai tasks indicated an 

inter-rater reliability of 96.89%. Ilifferences were resolved through discussion. 

Children's Stones are much more than single iines of text. Examining the 

inter-textual features of children's muratives can offer some insight on how young children 

use the various perspectives or stances to engage and sustain the liaenet's attention as 

they tell their stories. This weaving in and out of the story world, and the voices childien 

use to negotiate the smooth transition back and forth, bas not been systematically analyzed 

from a developmental perspective. In the present analysis, the researcher was interested in 

examining potential developmental Merences in the use of the stage management (SM), 

dialogue 0, and narrative (NAI3 voies, and whether the use of these three inter-textual 

voices was afEected by the type (story versus play) or degree (low versus high support) of 

contextual cues that are present. The researcher was interested in developmental 

Merences in children's use of these various voices, the impact of contextuai cues on those 

differences, and potential interdependencies between age (4- versus 6-yearslds), type of 

task (formal storytelihg versus fmtasy play), and level of support (hi@ vernis low 

3 Because narrative voiœ is the umbreiia term incorporating aii the intertexhial voices, and the 
narrative term is used interchangeably with story throughout this dacumeet, "narrator voiœu wilî be usai 
instead of "nanative voiœu when referring to this particuiar intertextual v o i e  clause for the remainder of 
this document 



support toys or story prompt); thdore, rnuithariate analyses ofvariance (MANOVA) 

were conducted on the data As was previously mentioned in the resdts section for plot 

level, there was an insuffiCient number of subjects within each celi to pefiomi a three way 

MANOVA; thus, 12 two way MANOVA's, the most compreheosive analysis that the data 

perrnits, was conducteci on the data using the same variable groupings as plot levei: 6 

MANOVAfs (Age Group[4,6], Supponwgh, Low]) w i t h  each task (play venus story), 

and 6 MANOVA's (Age Group[4,6], Taskplay, Story]) within each support level (high 

versus low support). To discuss the findirigs in as ciear and concise a mannef as possible, 

the body of the results are organized similar to those of the plot level analyses. Firstiy, 

descriptive statistics are presentd. Secondly, the inferential data is presented and 

disnissed regarding sÏ@cant age effeas, support effects, and task effects in the 

children's use of the various inter-textuai or narrative voices. 

As with the plot level descriptive statistics, the descriptive results for narrative 

voice had two means and two standard deviatiom for each condition due to changes in the 

number and configuration of subjects that were included in each analyses and the 

elimination of those cases with misshg data. The descriptive information is presented in 

Table 4.4. 

The inferential analysis of the different narrative voices indicated several age 

related main effects. These effects varieci arnong the three voices. Although the stage 

management voice was used less fiequentiy than the Oarrator voice within the story tasks, 

it appeared that the 4-year-olds used sisnifiicantly more of this voice than the 6-year-olds 

in both the low and high support story conditions (F[1,34] = 5.3 1, pS.027; Table 4.5). On 



the other han& the 6-year-olds appeared to use signiricantly more dialogue voice than the 

4-year-olds in both story task support conditions @[1,34] = 6.02, pS.019). This latter 

finding seemingiy contradicted the insignifiant age effect for dialogue voice in the low 

support story condition (F[1,32] = 3.23, pI.082) found in the simple effkcts d y s i s  of the 

significant interaction between the low support play and low support story taSkS (F[1,34] 

= 5.18, ~5.030; Table 4.6). Closer scrutiny of the means of the two age groups used in 

this anaiysis explicaîed these connadictory hdings (Table 4.4). The signifiant main 

effect fmding was based on the fht set (ie., Ml) of means between the 4- and 

6-year-olds and the insignificant hding of the simple &ects analysis for the interaction 

was based on the second set (i-e., m) of means. The between groups ciifference in the 

first set of means (1 1.44-2.78=8.66) was aImost double that of the second set of means 

(7.78-3.0CF4.78); thus, it was not surprising that a significant finding was found using the 

first set of means, and not found using the second set. This clifference between the two 

sets of means accounted for the discrepancy in the findings. The contradictory results 

regarding the 6-year-oids use of the dialogue voice relative to the low support story 

condition suggests this particular finding be interpreted with caution In addition to the 

diaiogue voice, the results suggested that the 6-year-olds used significantly more narrator 

voice than the 4-year-olds in the high support and low support play conditions (F[1,33] = 

7.53, p<.010), in the high and low support story conditions (F[1,34] = 5.95, p<,.020), in 

the high support play and story conditions (F[1,33] = 5.53, =.025), and in the low 

support play and story conditions (F[i ,321 = 6.8 1, ps.0 14). 



Table 4.4 

itrons 
* * 

TPk* 

HE' 

LP 

HS 

LS 

HP=High~~~plry,LP=Enwsupportplry,HS=Highsupportnay,LS=Lotosup~ortstoiy 
**SM=StagcMtnigmcnt,DI=Dirlo%ric,NA=N~rrrtor 

There appeared to be some differences between the degree of inherent task 

support and the children's use of the various voices. The children used signiticantiy more 

stage management voice in the high support versus the low support play conditions 

(F[1,33] = 4.50, ~1.041). This aiso appeared to be the case for the dialogue voice 

(F[1,33] = 18.77, ~5.000). However, the inverse relationship occurred in the story tasks 

where the children used signincantly more dialogue voice in the low support story 

condition than in the high support story condition (F[1,34] = 4.41, ~1.043). There were 

no significant support eEécîs for the narrator voice. 



. * 

v v o f l  and Task 

-0s 
.* HP = Hi& support play, LP = bu suppott piay, HS = Hi& support story, LS = Iow q p m  story 
***SM = Stage rnariagaocnS DI = Dirloguc, NA=Ndve 



Table 4.6 

Simple Effects of S w  I n t d o n s  for Dialogue N d v e  Voice 

LP/LS(N=34) Task within 4 -34 .34 -01 -923 
DF(1,32) AS 6 368.80 368.80 10.33 . 0 3 *  

Age within P b  28.37 28.37 4.12 .O51 
Task S W  193.36 193.36 3.23 .O82 

The various voices seemed to differentiate themselves dong the task dimension as 

well. There were significady more stage management clauses in the high support play 

versus the hi& support story tasks (F[1,33] = 34.21, p1.000), and in the low play versus 

low support story tasks (F[1,32] = 20.18, p1.000). Similar to the stage management 

findings, there were signiscantiy more dialogue clauses witbin the high support play task 

in cornparison to the high support story task (F[1,33] = 19.72, ~1.000). This relationship 

was reversed in the presence of low support contextual mes. There were si@~il~ltly 

more dialogue clauses in the low support story task than in the low support play task 

(F[ 1,321 = 4 3 , 6 0 4  1). However, the previous simple effects analysis for the sipifkant 

interaction effect betweeri the low support story and play tasks suggested that this latter 

effect extended ody to the 6-year-olds, not the 4-year-olds (F[1,32) = 10.33, p1.003). 

Lastly, wMe the findings suggested that the children used significantly more narrator 

clauses in the low support story task as opposed to the low support play task (F[1,32] = 

6.8 1, p1.014), this distinction was not evident in the high support tasks. This insignificant 

finding may be explained, in part, by the large degree of individuai variation within the 



groups on these two tasks, as indicated by standard deviations that approach and 

occasionally surpass the group means (see Table 4.4). 

To summarize the narrative voie findings, there appeared to be some significant 

differences in the use of the various inter-textual narrative voices. Although aii the 

ctiildren cleariy used ail three voices within each task and across support conditions, the 

degree of use appeared to vary depending upon the age of the child, the Ievel of inherent 

task support, and the type of task (Figure 4.4): Aithough both the 4 and &year-oIds used 

primarily the narrator voie in the story tasks, there was some subtle distinctions between 

the two age groups. Not only did the 6-year-olds use sigdicantly more narrator voice 

than the younger age group in the story tasks, they appeared to incorporate it more into 

their play stories as weU. The 4-year-olds used significantiy more of the stage 

management voie than the 6-year-olds in the story tasks, regardless ofthe amount of task 

support that was present. Although the dialogue voice was used Mequentiy in the 

4-year-olds' forma1 stones, when it was used, it was more kely to be in the low support 

story task. Altemately, the 6-year-olds used more dialogue voice than the 4-year-olds in 

the story tasks irrespective of the degree of task support. However, similar to the 

4-year-olds, the 6-yeariilds used significantly more dialogue voice in the low support 

versus the high support story condition. Lastly, both the 4- and 6-year-olds' play 

narratives were composeci primarily of the stage management voice; however, as 

mentioned previously, the 6-year-olds integrated more nanator voice into their play stories 

than the 4-year-olds. 



Figure 4.4 

Average-ve CIaigs-i 6-Year-OU 

SM=Stagt Management, Df=ûiaiogue, NA=Narrator 
HP=High support play, LP=Lbw suppon play, HS=High suppo~  story, LS=Low support story 

The redts of the inter-textllai andysis suggested that the process by which 

children organize, interpret, and communicate to each other and the world around them 

was dependent on the both developmental factors and contextual cues within the 

environment. Both the 4-year-olds and the dyear-olds appeared to perceive the 

storytehg tasks as distinct and unique nom play, and adjusted their perspective nom that 

of a distant observer reflecting upon actions, wents, and charaders that seem to have a 

life of their own, to that of director or chacter embroiled withui the midst of the story's 

unfolding events. The cornplex findhgs of this analyses emphasized how children actively 

manipulateci the various lines or strands of story text to wnstnict and convey meaning to 

their audience. 

As mentioned previously, an andysis of obsener queries was undertaken to 

determine whether there were any differences in the amount of observer participation for 



the diferent aged chiltiren and witllin the four experimental tasks. The concern was that, 

in seeking clarification of the children's actions and verbal utterances during the formal 

data coiiection phase, the observer inadvertently altered the children's stories thereby 

confounding the results. More specificaiiy, this interference may have iduenced the 

number of stage management clauses the children used in their stories, Recall that one of 

the decision d e s  for scoriag the pre~e~lce  of a stage management clause was that it was 

immediately preceded by a question Thus, each response immediately following an 

observer's query regardmg the content of the children's story's was scored in the stage 

management voice. It is possi'ble that the cbildren would have used less of the stage 

management voice had the observer not interfered. Thus, to assess the potentiai impact of 

the observer's queries on the chiidren's stories, a statistical analyses was undertaken. 

Similar to the aaaiyses for plot level and narrative voice, MANOVNs were used tg 

examine the effect ofobserver queries with regard to the three independent measures: age, 

level of task support, and type of task. The resesrcher was interested in potential 

interdependencies between these m w e s ;  thus, 4 two way MANOVA's were conducteci 

on the data: 2 MANOVA'S (Age, Support) within each task (play versus story) and 2 

MANOVA's (Age, Task) within each level of support (hi@ versus low). Significant 

interactions were analyzed using the simple effects model. The means and standard 

deviations for observer queries are presented in Table 4.7. 

There was an age effect for observer queries within the play tasks (F[1,33] = 7.02, 

p1.012; Table 4.8), with the 6-year-olds receivhg significantly more queries than the 

4-year-olds. Alternately, there was a sipificant age effect in favor of the 4-year-olds in 



Table 4.7 

Average Percenme of Clbsenrer -es for 4- and 6-Year-Olds Across T& 

mk* der m M1/MZ SDI/SD2 
HP 4 16/17 5.8416.27 3.35l3.51 

6 19/18 12.0919.98 14.5 111 1.56 

LP 4 16/16 3.65/3 -52 3.49l3.58 

6 19/18 10.67110.98 12.21/12-49 

HS 4 18/17 21,10/20.38 15.85116.03 

6 18/18 9.48l9.48 14.61114.61 

LS 4 18/16 24.32123-71 10.44110.85 

6 18/18 9.74l8.5 1 14.74114-56 

*HP = High support play, LP = Low support play, HS = high support story, LS = Low support story 

Table 4.8 

. * 

ahshcai Su- of Observer es for 4-and 6 - Year-Olds Across Cond 1- . . 

SOtlreef Enca SS Qls J h k  P 

HP/LP 35 Age 764.43 764.43 7.02 .Olt* 
DF(1,33) Support 56.40 56.40 -58 -454 

Ageby Support 2.54 2.54 .O3 3-73 

H S L S  36 Age 3087.75 3087.75 11.60 -002' 
DF(1,34) Supp~rt 54.47 54..47 -42 -521 

Age by Support 39.57 39.57 -3 1 -584 

HP/HS 35 Age 225.45 225.45 1.32 259 
DF(1,33) Task 809.5 1 809.51 5.86 .0218 

Age by Task 932.89 932.89 6-75 .O 14* 

LPILS 34 Age 254.70 254.70 1.89 -178 
DF(1,32) Task 1330.12 1330.12 10.89 .002* 

Age by Task 2175.26 2175.26 17.81 .oOo* 



the story tasks (F[1,34] = 11-60, ~1.002). There was a s i ~ c s u l t  task &kct (F[1,33] = 

5.86, p5.021) and a significant interaction effect (F[1,33] = 6.57, pS.014; Table 4.9) 

between the high support task conditions. A simple &ects anaiysis of the interaction 

suggested this task efféct was only applicabIe to the one age group (F[1,33] = 12.24, 

pL.001), with the 4-year-olds receiving significandy more queries in the high support story 

condition than in the high support play conditioa As well, the simple effects found a 

signiscant age efféct within the high support stary task (F[1,33] = 30.85, p1.000), with 

the 4-year-olds receiving more queries than the 6-year-olds in the high support story task. 

The simple effects analysis did not indicate a significant age &ect within the hi& support 

play task. This uisigificant hcüng is contrary to the previous statistidy signifiant 

£inding for the two age groups between both play tasks. Further exploration of the group 

means reveals a similar circullstance to that of narrative voice, whereby the first set of 

means (i.e., 5.84 for the 4-year-olds and 12.09 for the 6-year-olds) was used to caidate 

the f2st main effect, and the second group of means (i-e., 6.27 for the 4-year-olds and 9.98 

for the 6-year-olds) was used to calculare the interaction effect. Thus, the signijïcant main 

effect for age found in the two play tasks must be interpreted cautiously, particularly with 

regard to the high support play task. Lasrfy, there was a significant task effect (F[1,32] = 

10.89, ps.002) and a signifiant interaction &ect (F[1,32] = 17.81, p~.000) between the 

low support task conditions, However, again the simple effect analysis of this interaction 

indicated that îhis task &èct was signifiant for the 4-year-olds only (F[1,32] = 26.7 1, 

p1.000), with more quenes given in the low support story task than in the low support 

pIay task. As weii, the simple effects d y s i s  of the interaction supported previous main 



efféct findings €or age witbin the low support tasks: The 4-year-olds received significantly 

more queries in the low support story condition (F[1,32] = 1 1.68, ps002), and the 

6-year-dds received significantly more queries in the low support play condition (F[1,32] 

Sim~le  Effects of S' - 

Age within Ta& Play 120.56 120.56 1.61 213 
Story 7795.91 7795.91 3 3 2  -000. 

L.P/LS If2 34 Task within Age 4 3261.80 3261.80 26.71 .000* 
6 54.93 54.93 -45 -507 

Age WithiuTask Play 470.64 470.64 529 .028* 
Story 1959.32 1959.32 11.68 .OO2* 

-05 
**HP = High support play, HS = Hi& support story, LP = Low support play, LS = Low support story 
'*.Var = VariabIe being anaiyzed 

To conclude, the 4-year-olds received significantly more queries than the 

6-year-olds in the story task, regardes of the degree of inherent support within the task. 

The 6-year-olds, on the other bd, appear to have received more quenes than the 

4-year-olds in the play tasks, however, this hding is less robust within the hi& support 

play condition in cornparison to the low support play condition. 

Summary of Statistical Results 

The results of the three analyses disnissed herein accentuate the inherent 

complexities that exist in how children structure and convey their expenences to others. 

Generally, these results suggested that 6-yearslds are less dependent on contextual cues 

than 4-year-olds, as  illustrated by their age appropriate storyteliing performance across 



three of the four tasks. Despite these hdings and contmy to research predictiom, their 

narrative accomts deched in structural complexity to a typicai 4-year-old levd within the 

low support play conditioa Altemately, the 4-year-olds appeared to be more affecteci by 

contextuai mes but only wirhin the high support tasks. In the low support tasks they 

maintaineci age appropriate performance. In contrast, in the bîgh support tasks, the 

structural complexity of their stories approached or achieved a 6-year-old level. 

The resuits of the inter-textual analyses-highlighted the different voices the children 

used within the a e r e n t  types of tasks. The stage management voice was used primarily 

in the play t.asksy and the narrative voice was used wi- the formal storytelling tasks. 

The dialogue voice varieci depending upon both the type of task and the degree of Uiherent 

task support. The 6-yearslds used more narrative voice across ail the tasksy and 

integrated more dialogue voice into the low support storyîelling task than the 4-yearslds. 

The 4-year-olds, on the other hancl, used more of the stage management voice in the 

formal storytelling tasks than the 6-year-olds. 

The results Corn the observer queries analysis found some age and task effects, but 

no Song support effects. The 4-year-olds received more queries in the formal storytelling 

tasks, and the 6-year-olds received more in the play tasks, although this efect was Iess 

robust in the high support play condition. 



Chapter V 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The theoretical and empiricai Literature tends to support the view that children 

move fiom an e x t e d y  focused to an internally orienteci, representationai, or symbolic 

cognitive fiameworlg whereby their mhg-making activities becorne increasingiy 

motivated by internai thoughts and ideas. This movement occurs &om approximately 3 to 

7 years of age and has beai traced within both chüdren's fantasy play (Piaget, 1962; 

Matthews, 1977; Vygotsb, 1 978) and children's narrative (Bniner, 1974, 1 %6a, l986b; 

McKeough, 1986, 1992). Recently? the scientific literature has begun to question and 

explore the impact of inter- and ka-individual factors on this developmental progression 

(Shapiro & Hudson, 1991; Benson, 1993; Miller, 1993; Peterson, 1994), and potentiai 

connections between these two commonly used, representational activities (Sachs, 

Goldrnan, & Chaille, 1985; Eckler & Weininger, 1989; Paley, 1990; Nicolopoulou, 1993). 

The present study attempted to address these issues by asking (a) How do young 

children use the meam available to them to interpret their expenences, integrate them into 

their behavioral repertoire, and impart their intended meanîng to those around th-? and 

@) Are there developmental clifferences in how this process is achieved? More 

specifidy, the ment  exploratory study examined and compared the structurai elements 

of 4- and 6-year-oldst faritasy play and formai storytellùig narratives and the affect of 

varying degrees of inherent contextual support on these two meaning-&g activities. 



The scoring schemes used in this study were selected and subsequently m&ed to 

capture the interactive, mdti-dimensional, and subtle qualities ofthe children's storyteIling. 

The statisticai findings presented in Chapter IV highlighted the cornplex interreIationships 

that exist between the developmental and contextual aspects of children's emerging 

narrative cornpetence. To maximke clarity and understanding for the reader, each 

analyses is discussed separately beginning with plot level, then narrative voice, and IastIy, 

observer quenes. Following thaî, cu~ections are drawn between the three analyses 

within the integrated discussion to accentuate the chitdren's seamless blending of text and 

context. Limitations and delimitations of the study are then presented, as well as 

impiications and suggestions for fûîure research 

Discussion of Structural Analyses 

plot_LeJrea 

Context appeared to affect the plot structure level of 4- and 6-year-olds' stories 

differently. The degree of inherent support or detailing within the task appeared to close 

the gap between the performance levels of the two age groups. The younger chiidren 

experienced enhanced performance within both contextually laden tas& Oùgh support play 

and high support storytebg), approachhg or reaching a 6-year-old level. Interestingly, 

contrary to the common-sense dictates regardhg inverse relatioaships, a reduction in the 

amount of contextual support did not detrimenMy impact their storyteIling. In the low 

support tasks they continueci to produce storïes at an age-appropriate level. Thus, the 

4-year-old narrative performance was affected by the degree of inherent task support, but 

only within the high support tasks. 



R e d  Eom Chapter II that 6-year-old chilcira have successfdy navigated the 

shift fiom the percePt&, extemal realm to the ideational, h t e d  realm. The Iiterature 

suggested that high support tasks, because ofits leading or suggestive content, 

constrained the 6-year-olds' ability to access this ideationai thought (Neumann, 1971; Fein, 

198 1). Alternately, the low support tasks, due to the relative absence of such content, 

facilitated this access. Because these tasks were more congruent wîth their presem mental 

state or process, it was predicted that the 6-year-olds would produce more stmcturally 

advanced stones in the low support as compareci to the high support conditions. The 

decreasing reliance on contexaial aies as a guide for behavior was supportai by the 

6-year-olds' consistent, age-appropriate perfomce across three of the four experimental 

tasks; however, this eqy%bnum was *eiy affecteci when the contextuai information 

wntained within the task was extremely minimal or ambiguous, as in the low support play 

condition. In the low support play task, their m t i v e  perfiormance declined to that of a 

4-year-old level. Thus, contrary to the original predictions, the low degree of inherent 

detailing within the tasks had either no effect, as was the case in the low support formal 

stoqtehg task, or a negative effect, as derno~lstrslted in the low support play ta& on the 

6-yearslds' narrative performance. This latter decrease in perfiormance suggeaed that 

6-year-olds may continue to rely upon contextual aies as a guide for their stoIyteiiiig in 

percepmaiiy ambivalent or ambiguous situations. 

The results of tbis analyses suggested that the 4-year-oids used the contextwl 

detailing within the task as a type of supportive s c ~ o l d .  The contextuai detailing may 

assist the children to access scriptecl, tamiIiar knowledge or schemas. These 



well-ingrained conceptual schemas becorne the scafSold upon which the children build. It 

is possible that the support offkred by the contexaial cues bypasses system-wide 

constraints in working mernory capacity (Case, 1992). thereby bridging the younger 

children's perfommce up to that of a 6-yearsld. 

The 6-year-oIdsr performance presents somewhat of a puzzle. If the SM nom the 

extemai to intenial realrn is incomplete, the 6-year-olds may be engageci in a delicate 

balancing act between applying what they know and what they see. Aithough they do not 

discount the uiformation gleaned âom contextual cues, it may be that, in some 

circumstaoces, they rnay prefer to search and access internai ideas and mental schemas 

first. If that search comes up empty-handed, or the scherna they have accessed in less 

W y  entrenched in their interpretive fhmework, they may then focus their attention to 

cues within their enviroment as a supplemental performance guide. Cognitive confiasion 

may occur if the cues within the en.onment are ambiguous and there is no mental script 

to guide them. This may explicate the observed decline in performance within the low 

support play condition, but not the low support story condition. Within the low support 

story condition the children c d d  access their story schema and use that as a guide for 

their behavior. Wlthin the play condition, îhe children were unsure what mental schema to 

access, and there was no contextual information within the toys to guide that choice. This 

argument suggests that 6-yeatsld chüdren rnay still require and rely upon a minimal lwel 

of contextuai scaffolding to maintain age-appropnate performance, partiailady in the 

presence of novel or ambivalent aies. 



It appears that chüdren as young as four years of age have, intact within their 

interpretive framework, a mdimenw understanding of story and aii it entails- However, 

their undiscrimjnating application of this story schema or script across expressive forums 

(ï.e., play) suggested tfrslt this schema was not yet a fuliy distinct or integrated knowledge 

structure. The 6-year-olds, due to their additional exposure to and practice in formai 

storytelling (Case, 1992; McKeough, 1 had a more firmly established and complete 

conceptual understanding of narrative. Their reluctance to use the story schema in low 

support play task suggested that this schema was becoming increasingiy differentiated and 

distinct fkorn other expressive forums. Play, at least in the low support condition, was not 

seen as a legitimate narrative context. 

To conclude, this analysis suggested that children looked to the external 

environment for specifïc mes that enabled them to access interna1 thoughts, ideas, and 

knowledge structures. The younger cbildren who were only beginning to differentiate the 

internai, subjective, and ideational fiom the extemai, objective, and material realm, relied 

more heaviiy upon contextual cues to access scripted knowledge, which then served as a 

scaffold for their behavior. As weii, although they had a basic conceptual blueprint of 

storytelling, this schema was not yet fUy Merentiated; thus, they applied it in a less 

discrimînating fashion across various expressive forums. The older chiidren's cognitive 

processes had evolved to a point where they had begun to access, more consistently, 

internai ideas and knowledge structures. However, because they had not yet achieved fidi 

differentiation between the extemai, perceptual and internai, conceptual planes, and they 

still required a minimai amount of contextual information to direct their behavior, they 



experienced a certain degree of wgd5ve confusion, and a subsecpent decrement in 

performance, when they encountered decoatexniaiized tasks. As well, their more 

differentiated story schema prevented them fiom ushg it as an organizational fkunework 

in more ambiguous or less typid  storytebg contexts. 

The statistical analysis for inter-textuai or narrative voices highlighted the 

complexities that exist between development and context. AIthough both age groups used 

ail three voices (stage management, dialogue, namitor) withia ail of the tasks, the 

fiequency of use varieci depending upon the type of ta& level of inherent support, and 

age of the children 

F i i  both the 4- and the 6-year-olds used primarily the stage management voice 

withia the play tasks, and the m t o r  voice within the low support story tasks. The use 

of the dialogue voice varied depending on the task and the degree of inherent support. 

Both age groups were more lkely to use the dialogue voice in the high support play 

condition and the low support story condition than in the other two experimental tasks 

(Le., low support play, high support story). These findings suggested that the dialogue 

voice was more sensitive to, and affected by, contextuai variants than the other two 

voices. 

Some interesting age Merences that emerged fiom the analyses suggested that 

4-year-olds used more of the stage management voice withjn the story tasks, and 

6-year-olds used more of it in the play tasks, partiailady within the low support play 

condition. The older children were also more Wrely than the youriger children to integrate 



the dialogue voice &O the story tasks. Lastly, the 6-year-olds used more of the oarrative 

voice than the 4-year-olds in aU of the experimentai tasks. 

nie childreds differentiai use of the various voices between the play and narrative 

tasks provides some additional insight regarding the gradual emergence and differentiation 

of a conceptuai blue-pnnt for story. Although both age groups incorporated more of the 

narrator voice within the stury tasks, the conspicmous absence ofthe stage management 

voice in the 6-year-olds' f o d  storytehg, and the 4-yearslds liberai use of it to cl- 

and negotiate the meaning of these tasks, lends support to the previous conclusion tbat the 

4-year-olds' story schema is l e s  difrentiated than that of the 6-year-olds'. The 

4-year-olds seem to have to lave the story world they are const~cting in order to 

communicate meaning. In wntrast, 6-year-oIds are more adept at meaning making while 

remaining withh the story worid. 

As well, the analyses of the various inter-textual or narrative voices children 

manipulaîed within their stories clearly illustrates the gradual progression. with age, into 

the decontextuaiized, explicit language typical of more formal or literate f o m  of 

storytelling. The hding that 6-year-01ds used more narrator voice than the 4-year-olds in 

their meaning-making activities. regardless of the contextual variation within these 

activities, suggested that this voice was becoming an integral part of their language 

repertoire and may reflect their increasing sociaiization into the more fornial nile 

structures governing language and its use, as Bruner (1974) contendeci. InterestiIlgly, the 

6-year-olds integrated more of the didogue voice into their formal sto~eiiing than the 

4-year-olds. A possible explmation for this phenornenon may be that the older children's 



application of the various i n t e r - t d  voices across less typical experimentai contsrts 

(i-e., narrator voice in pIay, dialogue voice in formal stories) rdected a cognitive 

flexibility and reversibiiity that was not yet present in the younger chilcirea. Perhaps their 

increased ability to make and convey meaning fiom within the story world reduced the 

cognitive load associateci with the continuai movement in and out of the story world which 

typified the 4-year-olds' formai storyteiling. An altemate arplanation may be tbat the 

older childrenrs more iategrated or intenialized- story schema interacted with their 

increased commwulcative cornpetence thereby fieeing up extra workuig memory which 

then allowed hem to apply these v ~ o u s  voices (Le., didosue, narrative) in a more 

flexible and creative *hion across the various tasks. This fieed up working memory may 

be redirected into creating and maintaking paralle1 story-iines. Thus, the older cbildren 

are able to hold onto the went line and, at the same time, create a pardel dialogue line 

that is unique to a given character. The ability to cany two different narrative lines, one as 

a distant observer narrating the story's events and one as involveci participant offerhg bis 

or her perspective on those events, corresponds with Bniner's (1986b) conception of the 

dual landscapes (Le., landscape of action, landscape of cousciousness) depicted within 

older children's stories. It dso supports McKeough's (1992) hypothesized and empirically 

supported developmentai progression of children's storytehg from action-dnven to 

intentionally-driven storyteiiing at approximately six years of age. 

To conclude, the results of the inter-textual d y s e s  suggest that the voices the 

chfiken use within their stories m e r  depending upon the type of ta&, the degree of 

inherent support, and the age of the child. The findings support prior concIusions drawn 



with respect to a gradua1 movement into more deconteMualized thought and language 

with age. As weli, the results highlight the older chiidren's integration of various voices 

within less typicai wntexts. The latter hding may r e f b  the older children enhanceci 

cognitive flexibility due to the differentiation and coordination of different conceptuai 

structures. 

Observer Ouenes 

The analyses of observer queries found-a very stroag interaction between age and 

task The 4-year-olds received more queries than the older age group in both story tasks, 

regardless of the degree of supportive detaiting. AlternateIy, the 6-year-olds received 

more queries than the younger age group in the play tasks. This h d b g  was more robust 

in the low support play condition than the hi& support play condition. 

The results for the 4-year-olds are not particularly surprising if one accepts the 

previously stated expIanation that the younger chiidren require and seek more clarification 

with regard to the story task because they have a less differentiated story schema Red1 

fiom the discussion on narrative voices that the 4-year-olds used si@cantly more of the 

stage management voice in the formai storytelling tasks than the 6-year-olds and that the 

use of this particular voice was directiy Wed to number of observer queries, Because the 

younger children were just beginning to forrnuIate a conceptual fiamework regarding more 

formai storytelling, this story schema was stiil vague, tentative, and less firmly integrated 

into their present cognitive set. To fiii gaps in knowledge, they relied more upon eues or 

prompts fiom the observer to guide their performance. 



The findings for the 6-yearolds, at first giance, appear to be more cornplex and 

perplexing than those ofthe younger childm For example, why do the 6-year-01ds have 

more observer queries than the 4-year-olds in the play tasks when there were no 

significant dif5erences between the two aga in the number of stage management c h s e s  

witfiin both play conditions? Closer scruthy of the rrsults suggests two possible 

explanations for this contcadictory hding. Firstly, the h i h g  that the 6-year-olds 

received more obsmrer qu&es in the high support play condition than the 4-year-olds was 

not partidarly robust. The withui group variance for the 6-year-old group was so large 

that it resuited in large disaepancies between the means used in the statistical analyses and 

both statistically signifiant and insigdicant findings for this paflcu1a.r task. Secondly, in 

resolving this potential discrepancy it is important to examine, ciosely, who is addressing 

whorn? Observer queries were directed h m  the observer toward the chüdren A clause 

scored in the stage management voice may be in response to such a query, but it may also 

be in response to a comment made by a play partner, or a comment directed to a play 

partner. The greater number of observer queries for the 6-year-dds in the low support 

play condition suggested that the 6-year-olds had more comments directeci to them f?om 

outside the play scenario (Le., by the observer), whereas the 4-year-olds directed and 

negotiated the terms of the play scenario between themseives, relying less upon extemal 

input nom the observer. The more sociaiiy interactive, mutuaüy engagin& and sustained 

play of the younger children suggests that play remains a natural, sponmeous, and 

intrinsicaüy satismg expressive forum for them. The older chifdren's reticence in the low 

support play condition may reflect, as Bmner (1974 1986b) suggested, the older 



chifdren's increasing socidhiion hto, awareness oc md preference for the more formai 

and explicit language d e s  of the domulant dîme, and their decreasing reliance on 

play-based activities as expressive forums. Thus, they may be increasingly reluctant to 

communicate with others using activities they no longer perceived as acceptabk, 

appropriate, or naîurai means of seK-expression 

In conclusion, the r d t s  of the obsewer queries analysis continied to support 

pnor interpretaîions of the findings for plot levd and narrative voice. Younger cbiidren 

are aware that storyteIling is a unique expressive context; however, due to a less 

differentiated knowledge structure than the older children they sought more guidance and 

clari6cation in tenns of those specific aspects of more formal storytelling that deheate it 

ffom other meaning-making f o m  (ie., play). Aitemately, an enhanceci awareness and 

understandhg of the features distinguishing the various representational means within the 

older chifdren may lead to more disMiminating usage of those contexts perceived as 

acceptable and appropriate expressive forums. 

ion of Narrative Find* 

The resdts of the three analyses discussed in this document highlighted the 

multi-faceted, interconnecteci nature of young children's storytehg. Although narrative 

cornpetence appeared to be embedded within a situational context, the impact of exterd 

factors was mediated by important developmental merences in how children used the 

contextual fames available to them to make meaning. 

The younger children appeared to have a rudimentary knowledge of mative and 

a dawning realization of storytelliag as a unique and distinctive expressive forum, as 



demonstrated by their basic story plots and their increased use of the narrative voice in the 

formal storytelling tasks in wmparison to the b ta sy  play tasks. However, their 

conceptuai understanding ofthis story scbema seemed less differeatiated and integrated; 

therefore, îhey relied more heavily upon supportive detailing within the task and explicit 

cues fiom both the observer and their peers as a guide for their narrative performance. It 

was suggested that the more highly suggestive and detailed tasks helped the younger 

children access familiar, scripted knowledge, and that these schernas served as a type of 

mnemonic devise, ciraunventhg potentiai cognitive limitations by fieeing up extra 

working memory units. This fieed up workuig mernory, which would otherwise be 

directed to processing and retaining, for exampIe, the various contextual mes and task 

dernands, was subsequently redirected to elaborating upon the basic aory elements, or 

integrating more stnicturalîy cornplex plot elements into the stories. The 4-yearslds not 

ody relied more upon explicit, extemal mes in directing their behavior, their actions and 

laaguage were also contexaially embedded. The prevafent use of voices that actively 

immersed them in the midst of the story's uofolding actions and events (stage management, 

dialogue), and lesser use of the voice that characterizai a more distant stance or 

perspective (narrative), highlights this contextual embeddedness. As weU, the pattern of 

inter-textual voices found within the young childrenls narratives suggested an additional 

contextual dimension; that of a reciprocating social context. They industriously 

exchanged verbal cues with both their pers  and the researcher and then fashioned their 

performance accordingiy. Baseci upon these findings, it is possible that the 4-yearslds 

narrative performance would be optimal ifboth the contextual and social cues were 
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percepîuaily and verbaiiy expticit. AIthough the social, contextual, and deveiopmentd 

co~ection was not c h d y  sramuieci in this partidar study, it promises to be a fhitfid 

area for fùture research studies. This potential connection is discussed fiuîher under the 

section entitled "IrnpIications and Suggestions for Future Research" within the present 

chapter. 

Unlike the 4-year-olds, the 6-year-olds' narrative performance appeared to be less 

tied to contextual or social cues. This may be due to a well integrated and ciifkentiateci 

conceptual blueprint regarding the sp%c structural elements comprishg narrative. This 

gradua1 emancipaîion fiom context was clearly iiiustrated by their consistent performance 

across three of the four experimentai tasks in the plot levd analyses, and in th& increased 

use of the narrator voice, the more decontextualized, explicit language characteristic of 

more formai storytehg, across ali the tasks. As weii, consistent with the interpretation 

that the oider chiIdren had a more M y  intact story schema was their ab@ to generate 

stories in the formal storytelling tasks with very üttie clarification fkom the researcher, 

the5 more flexi'bble integration and coordination of various inter-textual voices within l e s  

typical tasks, and their selective use of those contems that were perceived as appropriate 

or inappropriate expressive forums for their storytelling. For example, it may be that the 

6-year-olds' story plot scores dropped to one level below what was predicted by their age 

because they did not perceive the low support play task as an acceptable narrative fonim. 

Before concluding h t  the 6-year-olds' thought processes regarding storyteiiing 

are completely severed h m  contextual eues or situationai constraints, recall fiom the 

previous plot lwel discussion that there was some evidence to suggest that they continue 



to rely upon contextual infiormation, partidarly in ambiguous or ambivalent 

cirmnstances. They appeared to be at a los as to what was expected of them in the low 

support play task and this cognitive confusion appeared to detrimentaiiy a&ct their ab- 

to proceed with the task at hand. As wel, they taiked less to their peers which r d t e d  in 

more observer interference in an effort to elicit some degree of verbal communication 

These latter findhgs suggest there was an affective or motivational component to the 

6-yearslds' narrative performance and that this affective response may have been linked to 

the chilchen's interpretation of the task In short, the emotionai response (Le-, social 

withdrawai, reticence) that occurred in response to the children's interpretation of task 

may have indiredy infiuenced the 6-year-olds' storytehg performance- 

Limitations 

There were several weaknesses in both the design and execution ofthis parti& 

study that detrimenMy afkcted the generaiity of its resuits. Although the researcher 

attempted to restnct the number, several child-care centers (six in total) were necessary to 

get an adequate number of participants for the study. Unfortunately, the more centers that 

were used, the more ditncuit it was to control for ecolopid Merences that existed 

between the various centers, and these Merences introduced a great ded more variance 

into the results. For srample, the experimental playroom varied across the dinérent 

centers. Some of the experimental rooms were physicaiiy smalier than others, some were 

adjoining the reguiar playroom or next to the washroom or kitchen fàcilities. The noise 

erupting fiom adjoining rooms housing other children or statfmemben was ofken 

dismptive to the participants and may have negatively affected their perfomce. In 



addition, although the researcher med to familarize the chiIdren with the experimental 

playroom prior to data cuilection, this process was more succesfi for some children than 

for others. This may account, in part, for some of the variability that existeci within the 

children's performance. The use off- centers and longer famüiarization periods would 

reduce the affect of these ecological limitations. 

In addition to the limitations incurred by the physicai setting, scheduling cîiflicuities 

that arose during the fiuniliarization and data collection phase may have affectecl the 

results of the study. Some centers were more accommodating uian others in terms of 

scheduling or rescheduling their planned activities to correspond with the researcher's time 

at the enter. Thus, the researcher experienced some di.fficuIty controlluig the amount of 

exposure the children had with the experimentai toys, the experimental playroom, the 

recording equipment, and the researcher herselfprior to data collection. This was 

partidarly evident with the older children. The t h e  they spent in their child-care 

programs was ofken briefer than that of the 4-year-olds because it included after-school 

Gare only. By the tirne the children had completed some cornpulsory activities (e-g., taking 

attendance, having snack) there was M e  time left for any fiee play. As well, uniess the 

weather was inclement the chiidren prefmed to spend their fiee time playing outdoors 

rather than playing inside wÏth the toys. In addition to these more general scheduling 

problems and time constraints, difnculties arose with the treatment order scheduliag 

during the data collection phase. Some of the children either did not attend or refùsed to 

participate on their scheduled day. Although some centers had extra chiicken that the 

researcher substituted for the rnissing child, these absences wrought a certain degree of 



havoc in t e m  of wllecthg data on of the children for dl the tasks, a requisite for the 

within-subjects design used in this particular study. This Iack of consistency and 

predictabii resulted in missing data for some of the chiidren, and lower and uneven ceii 

numbers than desirable. To minimize these scheduling problems, ongoing and open 

comunication a ail lm& is required, with aii afkted parties willing to negotiate 

acceptable alternatives. 

In addition to limitations incurred during the implementation ofthe study, issues 

with regard to the methodological design of the study may have inîroduced some potential 

c o d o ~ ~ ~ d s  into the resuits. Aithough the treament order w u  randomly assigned, 

incomplete counterbaiancing was used. In other words, the formai storytelling tasks 

dways foilowed the play tasks, and the fmt story task always had the same inherent level 

of support as the immediately preceding play task. Thus, there rnay have been some 

carryover effects from this treatment order that the researcher was unable to assess. To 

minimize the impact of these carryover effects, complete counteibaIancing (Le., ail 

possible treatment orders are used) is required. 

As weii as potentiai carryover effects, the storyteiiing instructions for the high 

support story task were not gender neutral- Because the instnictions required that the 

children tel a story about a bpy and a woK the giris in the study rnay not have relatai to 

the story characters as much as the boys, and this lack of idenafication may have affectexi 

their narrative performance. Incorporating less gender specific cbaracters in the story 

prompts or changing the gender of the character so it is consistent with the child telling 

the story aileviates this concem. 



It was diffidt to acnirately assess the role of various extranebus factors (e.g., 

fatigue, boredom) on the childrenlr narrative pafofmaace whm there were no baseline 

measures taken and no control group used for cornparison. As weli, only one 

pdormance measure was taken withh each experimental condition Multiple measures 

within each condition more accurately and reliably reflect the children's typical narrative 

perfiormance. To generalize, more conîjdently, the findings fiom this saidy, replication 

incorporating these more stringent experimental critena is necessary. 

Delimitations 

The within-subjects methodological design employed in this study automaticaily 

wntmiied for individual differences that may have existeci within the subject pool. 

However, the representativeness of the subjects used in this study, and the application of 

its findings to ail 4- and 6-year-olds witbin the general popdation, is debatable. Fustly, 

the chilciren used in this study were of average verbai ability, primarily Caucasian, and 

Erom middle to upper-middle class backgrounds. This restncted sample range suggests 

extreme caution be taken if generaiizing to cMdren not fittiag these specific demographic 

criteria. 

When using small sample sizes, as was the case in this study, it is desirable to 

match the children on as many demographic variables as possible, particularly with regard 

to those factors that may affect the construct being measwed or assessed. In the present 

study, extensive matching was not a tenable option As a result, the researcher was unable 

to control for differences in the participant's prior exposure to more formal schooling (Le., 

preschool, ECS), parental education levei, and the primary language usai within the home. 



These additional demographic variables may have had an impact on the chiIdrenrs narrative 

performance. This djfiidîy is readily resolved wÏth the use of larger sarnples sizes and 

random stratifieci sampling. However, iarge numbers of participants is not always a 

feasible option when sramining children's s t o ~ e h g  because of the extensive and 

tirneintensive analyses that are used This dilemma is not eady resolved and has caused a 

great deal of constedon and debate arnong resemhers, particularly those who addnss 

more qualitative aspects of human behavior. Sound judgment based upon careful 

consideration of the purpose of the study, the specific needs of the researcher (or other 

stakeholders), and the statisticai arialyses one intends to employ, are necessary requisites 

in designing and irnplementing meaningful research shidies that result in statistidy 

powerfùl findings. 

In addition to the questionable representativeness ofthe participants used in the 

present study, the setting selection procedure may have introduced some additional 

merences that limit the generality of its results. It was possible that the inclusion criteria 

used by the researcher in selecting the chüd-care centers to participate in the study 

screened out centers that were more representative of chiid-care in general. For example, 

the centers that agreed to participate in the study may have been more progressive with 

regard to the value and utiIity of education and research. In fact, many of the centers that 

were selected to be in the present study had participataï in previous research projects and 

were in the process of actively training post-secondary students for weers in child 

development and cbiid-cii~e. Thus, it was plausible that the level of staff training and the 

care extendeci to the children in these particular facilities were of a dBerent quality and 



caliier than that typidy extended to children in other child-care fàcilities, thus reducing 

the representativeness of the participants further- This shidy requires replication in other 

s&gs before one can more confidently generalize the hdings to other chüdren who 

attend childcare prognuns. 

Implications and Suggestions for Future Research 

This study was conducted to fill a theoretical gap in our knowledge of how young 

children use the various means available to them to actively organize and integrate their 

knowledge and experiences, and then convey this interiorized, personafïzed view to others. 

Both storytelhg and fmtasy play are universal, representational forums that children use 

to express themselves (Piaget, 1962; Bmer, 1974; Vygotsky, 1978). This study 

attempted to cl* and explore the structural parallels and disparities that exkt between 

these two rneanïngmakhg activÏties- In addition, it attempted to delineate developmental 

merences with respect to how 4- and 6-year-old children use the detsiling within a *en 

task as a guide or scaEold for their performance. 

The findings of this study suggested that different aged cbildren may use the rneans 

that are avdable to them to make sense of their experiences in very different ways. A 

more complete understanding of the developmental distinctions in the way young children 

construct and reconstruct their worlds through storytelhg, and the process by which 

children interpret contextuaily avdable information and communkate their views to 

others, is hdarnental to providing adequate and competent service to children. 

Although this study provided a better understanding of how children go about 

interpreting their world, it was Iimited in that the participants were primarily from 



Caucasian, middls to upper-middle sotio-economic backgrounds. It is inadvisable to 

conclude that aii children perceive the world in a similar tàsbion. More research is 

required comparing children fiom various ethnic, culturai, and socioeconomic 

backgrounds. There are many questions that remain unanswered such as: (a) How do 

ciddren fiom different atperientiai backgrounds estabiish a cornmon fkame of reference? 

and @) Are there certain contextual cues (Le., toys) or social circumstances that faciiitate 

this process more than others? These are particulariy pertinent questions considering the 

number of ethnicaliy and cuituraliy diverse ESL cfddren who attend our chiid-care 

prograns, pre-schools, and schools, 

In a s idar  vein, future studies need to address the substantial and reciprocal 

infiuence of peers, parents, and seMce providers (Le., educators, chiid-care providers, 

mental health practitioners) on why, w h ,  and how children use the resources available to 

them to make meaning. Informal obsemations during the course of the present study 

seemed to suggest that the more cooperative and interactive play dyads produced more 

elaborate, creative, and cornplex stories than those dyads that had one or both partaers 

that were less socidy adept. This raises the foUowing questions: (a) Are there 

ciifferences in the way sociaiiy cognkmt children interpret and communicate their 

experiences to others? and (b) Do the stories of these children show a heightened 

awareness of and sensitivity to the interd States motivating their characters ations? 

Impiied within the preceding questions is the conceptual notion of socid cognition. 

One aspect of social cognition involves the abity to recognize the needs of others as 

separate and distinct fiom one's own (Le., perspective taking). The use of 



decontextuaiized, explicit language (narrator voice), which characterizes more formai or 

Iiterate fonns of storytehg, suggests that this abiity is intact. Children use more expIicit 

language when they begin to see the world through others' eyes and realize that these 

perceptions may not necessdy be consistent with their own Thus, the dawning 

awareness of others' perspectives as separate and unique t)om ones' own may correspond 

with cbildren's ùicreasing use of more explicit language to ensure that their message (or 

story) is interpreted in an accurate manner. This introduces the foilowing questions: (a) 

Do more socially adept children use more decontextualized Iaaguage than their less 

socidy wrnpetent p m ?  and (b) Are there certain cantexîs that facilitate this explicit 

language use more tban others? The present study suggested that children's dyadic b t s y  

play, which cornprisecl a large amount of stage management narrative clauses, may be such 

a context because cIear and expikit language conveying one's needs and intent was 

necessary as eacb play partner actively negotiated a common fiame of reference. 

The preceding point suggests that the configuration of narrative voices the children 

use in their stories may somehow be LUiked to the plot level of the story. For example, 

suggestions f?om a piay partner may contribute ideas to a story theme that the other child 

may not have considered; thus, those stories that contain both stage management and 

narrative clauses may have more advanceci plot Ievels than a story that contains primarily 

one or the other voice. Future studies need to examine plot structure in conjunction with 

narrative voice to fiiaher explicate this potential co~ection. 

Lady, the themes the chiidren incorporate into their stories in temis of the topics 

and charmer roles they use tells a great deal about how they conceive of others and the 



world around them. Illustratke questions such as: (a) Are the themes driven by cornmon, 

tamiliar experiences or do they originate fiom the world of ideas (Piaget, 1962; Vygotsky, 

1978; Matthews, 1977)? @) 1s there a devdopmental component to the themes the 

children use in there stories, as previous authors have suggested (Seidman, 1983; Nelson 

& Seidman, 1984)? and (c) Are these themes affecteci by contexhial (Le., toys, task), and 

social (Le., peers, fidies, commWes, cuitures) variants? These questions, and those 

cited previously, continue to be pertinent and necessary in deepening both the scientific 

and professionai communities understanding of the dynamic, muiti-faceted nature of 

children's meanjIlg-making activities. 

s-ary 

The purpose of  the m e n t  devdopmental study was to examine and compare 

those contexts that support the emergence of storyteiiing in 4- and 6-yearsld children and 

to identifjr and chrifil structurai consistencies that may exkt within children's 

meaaing-making activities. The redts of the structural analyses of the childrenrs narrative 

productions suggested developmental differences in childrenrs use of various contexhial 

cues. Generaily, there appeared to be a shift fkom contextuakd (i-e., dependent on 

context) to more decontextualized (i.e., independent of context) action and language with 

increasing age, an increasingiy Merentiated conceptual understanding of narrative and 

what it entds, and a greater awareness ofthose activities that were appropriate and 

acceptable narrative contexts. Uafortunately, this study was d I e  to address many other 

factors such as sociai, motivatiouai, historiai, and m e n t i a i  components that may 

contribute to the way children make sense of theù world. These factors, and the 



limitations cited withia the present chapter, may account for the large amount of individual 

variation within both groups of chiidren, Future studies need to address these various 

intra- and inter-inchidual fkctors to provide additiod innght on the process by wtiich 

young children fom, modXy, and express their unique perspective of the worid, and their 

role witbh it. 
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Dear ParendGuardian, 

My name is SheUey Bagman and I am a grachiaie student m the Depairnient of 
Educationai Psycholagy at the University of Calgary- Undcf the supe* of Dr. Anne 
McKeough and as a qpkmmt of the M.Sc. pro$iam 1 will be cunductiug a re~eafch pmject 
entitled "A Deveiopmentai Analysis of 4 and 6-Year-ûId's Fantasy Nanatives: A Comparisou of 
Formai Storyteliïng Cormm to Smctured and Unstnicbred Play Centres." Your cudcare 
facilSrhasagrecdtoparticipateinthisstudy. 

We tell stories to entertain &ers as weli as let others know about our LifP acperiences. 
Young children are no exception. The purpose ofthis study is to uaderstaipd what coatexîs 
facilitate storyteiiing in young children and how thé stories produced in various situations (Le., 
unstructured pky, stnicnired play and f o d  storyteiiing) diBr. 1 am requesting your Pemyssicm 
for your child to participate in this study. This patiaparion entails videotaping your cMd once a 
week over two to duee mmmîive weeks phying with a peer using preselected toys within his/her 
daycare sefpng. Each videotaped play session will be approximaîeIy 15 minutes long. 

Initiallyy 1 will require some information on the the ofeach parent's occupati011- As 
weIi, 1 will be wrnpleting a brief assesment of your CIiild's verbal abilities. To assure you and 
your child's anonymity, he or she wili be assigmxi an identificatihn number which wiU be used to 
ideai& ail testkg materïals, vi-, tmucripts and pareatal occupation infermation. The 
master List of corresponding names and identScaiion m b e r s  wili be aMilable only to myselfor 
my supervisor. Along wïth îhe master List, ail mrds wili be storeci in a locked f3ing cabkt 
withm my home. Segments of videoîaped storyteiiiag may be used to present these fin- to 
proféss id  and acaéanic groups. AWough the children may address each other on a fïrst name 
basis during the videotaping, ail d e r  iidaitityiag informafion will be d d d  and will wt be 
released without your prior hwIedge and written consent. Feedback aOm myselfconceming the 
results of this study will be available at the completion of the study. Lady, ail records wiU be 
destroyed upon completion of the analyses. 

Participation in this study is voluntary so you or your child are fiee to withdraw fiom the 
study at any bime without @W. You shouid aiso lmow tbat I will discontinue your child's 
involvernent in the study should 1 fêel it is not in their best intetests to continue to participate and 
the reason for his or ber termination wül be conveyed to you. However, psible  risk factors nom 
your M d ' s  participation are no greater than those aCpenenced in his or her daiiy activities. 

If you have any questions please feel âee to contact myseif(276-9 M), my supervisor, 
Dr. Anne McKeough at 220-5723, the -ce of the Chair, Faculty of Edudon Joint Ethics 
Co& at 2204626, or the Office of the VicePresident (Research) at 220-338 1. Two wpies 
of the consent fom are pmvided Please return one signed copy to your chiid's daycare by 

and retain the other copy for your records. 

Thank-you for your cooperation. 



Consent for Researcb Padcipants 

VWe, the undesigned, hereby give mylour consent for to participate in a 
research project entitled "A Developrnental Analpis of 4 and 6-Year-ûld's Fantasy Narratives: A 
Cornparison of Formal StorytellUig Conîexîs to Stnictured and Uostnicbred Play Centres". 

IMr, imderstand that such consent means that my child will be videotaped in a formai storytelliag, 
UIlStNciured and stnicaired play situation The study d take phce at my child's daycare and d 
take appmximately 15 minutes each week fOr three weeks. Pnor to the start of the study, 
infiornation on my/m ocmpaîion will be obtamed ami a brief assessment of my/our chiid's verbal 
abilities wiil be 

WC umhmta4 that participation in thk study mai be temimated at any tirne by mylair request, 
or ofthe investigators. Participation in this pmject andfor withdrawal wiU not affect mylour 
request or receipt of other services h m  the daycare or the University. 

W e  understand that this study WU not involve any greater risks tha. those ordinarily Occurnng in 
d d y  Me. 

W e  understand that the aü the data collected wiU be labeled according to my child's astigned 
personal identification number to maintain anonymity and this personal identification number, 
dong with the correspondùg master list of names, wdi be kept in strictest confidence. 

W e  understand tbat some segments of videotaped storytelhg may be used to present these 
hdings to proféssional and academic groups. 

N e  understand thaï, aithough mylour chiid may be addressed by h i s h r  first name within the 
vi-, al1 other identifjing information wiii be kept COtlfidaitiaI and wii l  not be released 
without my/our prior knowledge and writîen consent. 

Y We understand that aii test scores, videoîapes and transcnpts on my child wiil be kept in locked 
nIe cabinets and destroyed upon completion of the analyses. 

W e  have received a copy of this consent fonn for my/m records. Uwe understand that if 1 have 
a question at any time, 1 can contact the researcher a.  276-9134, her supervisor, Dr. Anne 
McKmugh at 220-5723, the Ofnce of the Chair, Facuhy of Education Joiut Ethics Cornmittee, at 
220-5626, or the tbece of the Vice-Presideat (Researcb) at 220-3381. 

Date Date 



I would be willing to pic& up my child later (a? Sr30 p.m) on the weehày he or she is invoiued in 
the study: Ycs 



- Matbws (1977) TrPnsionnrtionai Modes 

Material Modes: 

(1) SubsbBrtrm 
- * 

(cf Piaget, 1946/62, Type IIA). 'fbe aüributon of an anlefy 
identity tb a fefénnt For example, a box taLes on the new identity of an oven. 

(2) The ascription of a funchonai property to a reférem diat does 
aot achially podsess tbat property. For example, pretmdmg to take a picture with 
a toy camera, 

(3) ANmatipn. (cf. Fein, 1975). The attribution of human or Iiving characteristics or 
bctiolls to an hanhate object. For example, addnssing a play block as "Charlie 
Brownf'. 

Ideationai Modes: 

(4) ~ i a m i b u t i o n .  Refera= to materials that do not actuaüy exkt at 
least not m the praent playroom situation For example, refèning to magic. 

(6) -r attri'buti~a (& Piaget, lW6f 1962, Type ILB). Portrayal ofthe -es of a 
character by active represeBtaton. For srample, teiiing another "Let's pretend I'm 
a doctoff and then eaôcting that d e .  



Daycare #I - Mondag 
4 Year Olds 

W E K  1: 
m#PI 04 Toy C ~ O K L  Dr. 
92 O5 Storytaimg: Boy/Woit: Anything 
fi 06 

WEEK 2: 
KI#O 1 ToyCondition: Blocks 

02 Storytdling: An- Boy/WoIf 
03 fi 

WEEK 3: make-ups 

Daycare #2 - Tuadap 
4 Year Olds: 

WEEK 1: 
=#42 
m 

p m l l  
WEEK 2: 

KM07 
08 

pm l l  
WEEK 3: make-ups 

6 Year O&: 
WEEK 1: 

mas 
26 

WEEK 2: 
KI#C 

26 
WEEK 3: make-ups 

Daycare #3 - Wdesday  
4 Year OMS 

HrEEK 1: 

u 
14 

WEEK 2: 
KI# 14 

15 
16 

a Toy Conditicm: Dr. 
ip Storytclliag: BoyWoif; AnyUiing 
fi actraKWl2 

27 Toy Conditio~ Blocks 
28 Storytclling: Anythia& Boy/WoIf 

Toy Caaditicm: Dr. 
g StorytellUig: Boy/Woi£, Anything 

17 Toy Conditioxx Dr. 
18 storytdüng: BoyNolf, Anything 
19 

u Toy Condition: Blocks 
M Storytdliag: Anything, Boy/WoIf 
ie 



-3: makeyps 
6 Year Olas 

WEEK 1: 
KI#= 30 Toy C d c n x  Dr. 

31 Le S t o y t w  BoyNoif, Anythïng 
WEEK 2: 

K 1 . Z  32 Toy Condition: Bloch 
al 29 Storytdüng: Anythin& Boy/Woif 

WEEK3: malceyps 

WEEK 3: make-ups 
6 Year OZ& 

WEEK 1: 
KI#Y 

WEEK 2: 
KI#34 

2 î  Toy Condition: Blodrs 
23 Storyteüing: Anything, Boy/WoIf 

M#24 

a Toy Condition: Dr. 
Storytdling: BoyMoif, Anything 
-extra KI#20 

35 Toy Condition: BBlocks 
Storytelliiig: Anything, Boy/Wolf 
+cm Kr#34 

Toy Condition: Dr. 
Storytdling: boy No^ Anythuig 
-am KI#33 

WEEK 3: makeups 

Daycare #5 - Tuesdq, l 3 u r . y  
6 Year O& 

WEEK 1: 
KI#% 37 Toy Condition: Dr. 
a 39 Storytellhg: BoyNoif; Anything 

WEEK 2: 
KI#36 Toy Condition: Blocks 

38 Storyteliing: Anything, Soy/WoIf 



Daycare #6 - Wérinesdoy, Fridtay 
6 Year Olds 

WEEK 1: 
Kw91 43 Toy Condition: BIocks 
4Q 44 Storytclling: Anythin& Boy/Wolf 
a 45 

WEEK 2: 
KIM1 fi Toy Condition: Dr. 

40 Storytelüng: BoyNoIf, Anythùig 
42 as 



Scoring Protocal For Inter-tutual Clruses 
(aaapted h m  Woif & Hicks, 1989) 
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